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1. ECONOMY
1. India’s Public Debt Level Highest in Emerging Economies
Why in News?


As per Moody’s Investors Service, India’s public debt level is among the highest in
emerging economies with a quantitative easing programme underway, while its debt
Affordability is Among the Weakest.

What is Public Debt?


Public debt is the total amount borrowed by the Government of a country.



In the Indian context, public debt includes the total liabilities of the Union government
that have to be paid from the Consolidated Fund of India. It excludes liabilities contracted
against Public Account.

Sources of Public Debt:


Dated government securities or G-secs



Treasury Bills or T-bills, External Assistance



Short term borrowings

What is the Public Debt definition by Union Government?


The Union government describes those of its liabilities as public debt, which is contracted
against the Consolidated Fund of India. This is as per Article 292 of the Constitution.

Types of Public Debt:


It is further classified into internal & external debt.



Internal debt is categorised into Marketable and Non-Marketable Securities.
 Marketable government securities include G-secs and T-Bills issued through auction.
 Non-marketable securities include intermediate treasury bills issued to state
governments, special Securities issued to national Small Savings Fund among others.



External Debt refers to money borrowed from a source outside the country. External debt
has to be paid back in the currency in which it is borrowed. It can be obtained from foreign
commercial banks, International Financial Institutions like IMF, World Bank, ADB etc and
from the Government of Foreign Nations.

What is Debt-to-GDP Ratio?


The debt-to-GDP ratio indicates how likely the country can pay off its debt. Investors often
look at the debt-to-GDP metric to assess the government’s ability of finance its debt.
Higher debt-to-GDP ratios have Fuelled Economic Crises Worldwide.
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Is there an acceptable level of debt-to-GDP?


The NK Singh Committee on FRBM had envisaged a debt-to-GDP ratio of 40 per cent for
the Central Government and 20 per cent for states aiming for a total of 60 per cent general
Government debt-to-GDP.

2. Extradition
Why in News?


The UK’s Home Department has recently approved the extradition of Nirav Modi, a
Diamond Merchant to India in connection with the Rs. 13,758-crore Punjab National Bank
(PNB) fraud.

Highlights:


The Extradition is the process by which one state, upon the request of another, affects the
return of a person for trial for a crime punishable by the laws of the requesting state and
committed outside the state of refuge.



The Supreme Court defined extradition as the delivery on the part of one State to another
of those whom it is desired to deal with for crimes of which they have been accused or
convicted and are justifiable in the Courts of the other State.



The Extraditable persons include those charged with a crime but not yet tried, those tried
and convicted who have escaped custody, and those convicted in absentia.



In India, the extradition of a fugitive criminal is governed under the Indian Extradition
Act, 1962. This is for both extraditing persons to India and from India to foreign countries.



The basis of the extradition could be a treaty between India and another country.



At present India has an Extradition treaty with more than 40 countries and Extradition
agreement with 11 countries.



The Section 2(d) of The Indian Extradition Act 1962 defines an ‘Extradition Treaty’ as a
Treaty, Agreement or Arrangement made by India with a Foreign State, relating to the
extradition of fugitive criminals which extends to and is binding on India. Extradition
treaties are traditionally bilateral in character.



The Consular, Passport and Visa Division of the Ministry of External Affairs, administers
the Extradition Act and it processes incoming and outgoing Extradition Requests.
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3. RBI sets up committee to review working of ARCs
Why in News?


The RBI has set up a committee to review the working of Asset Reconstruction Companies
(ARC).

Highlights:


The six-member committee will be headed by Sudarshan Sen, former executive director,
Reserve Bank of India (RBI). It has been set up to undertake a comprehensive review of
the working of ARCs in the financial sector ecosystem and recommend suitable measures
for enabling them to meet the Growing Requirements.

Terms of Reference of the Committee:


The panel will review the existing legal and regulatory framework applicable to ARCs.



It will recommend measures to improve the efficacy of ARCs.



It will also review the role of ARCs in the resolution of stressed assets, including under the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), and give suggestions for improving liquidity and
trading of security receipts.



It will also review the Business Models of ARCs.

Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARC):


An ARC is a specialized financial institution that buys the Non-Performing Assets or bad
assets from banks and financial institutions so that the latter can clean up their balance
sheets. In a nutshell, ARCs are in the business of buying bad loans from banks.



Banks can sell the bad assets to the ARCs at a mutually agreed value and concentrate on
normal banking activities.



The Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security
Interest (SARFAESI) Act, 2002 provides the legal basis for setting up ARCs in India.

4. Britain Considering New Digital Currency Britcoin
Why in News?


British authorities are exploring the possibility of creating a Central Bank Digital Currency,
being touted as "Britcoin."

What is Britcoin?


In the wake of declining cash payments in the country partly due to the Corona pandemic,
the Bank of England and the Treasury are considering creating Digital Currency.
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The Digital currency, if passed, would exist alongside cash and bank deposits and act as a
new form of money to be used by households and businesses in England.



It would sit at the interface between cash and private payments systems and would not
necessarily be based on distributed ledger technology.



This ‘britcoin’ would be tied to the value of the pound to eliminate holding it as an asset to
derive profit.



The move could have an economic impact in the form of wider investment into the UK tech
sector and lower transaction costs for international businesses.



It is a step towards future proofing Pound Sterling (currency of the United Kingdom)
against crypto currencies and improving the payments system.



Britain’s digital currency would be different in a key sense as if passed; it would be issued
by state authorities.



Currently, only the Bahamas has such a currency, though China is trialing it in several
cities.

What is Digital Currency?


Digital currency is a payment method which is in electronic form and is not tangible.



It can be transferred between entities or users with the help of technology like computers,
smart phones and the Internet. Although it is similar to physical currencies, digital money
allows borderless transfer of ownership as well as Instantaneous Transactions.



Digital currency is also known as digital money and cybercash. E.g. Crypto currency.

About Central Bank Digital Currency:


A central bank digital currency (CBDC) uses an electronic record or digital token to
represent the virtual form of a fiat currency of a particular nation (or region).
 Fiat Currency: It is government-issued currency that is not backed by a physical
commodity, such as gold or silver, but rather by the government that issued it.



A CBDC is centralized; it is issued and regulated by the competent monetary authority of
the country. Each unit acts as a secure digital instrument equivalent to a paper bill and can
be used as a mode of payment, a store of value, and an official Unit of Account.

What are its Benefits?


CBDC aims to bring in the best of both worlds—the convenience and security of digital
form like crypto currencies, and the regulated, reserved-backed money circulation of the
traditional banking system. New forms of digital money could provide a parallel boost to
the vital lifelines that remittances provide to the poor and to developing economies.
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It will ensure that people are protected from financial instability caused due to the failure
of private payments systems. Ensures that central banks retain control over monetary
policy against the remote possibility that payments might migrate into crypto currencies
over which they have no leverage.

Risk Associated:


There is a need to enforce strict compliance of Know Your Customer (KYC) norms to
prevent the currency’s use for terror financing or money laundering.



Existence of digital money could undermine the health of commercial banks as it removes
deposits on which they Primarily rely for Income.

India’s Stand on Digital Currency:


Reserve Bank India (RBI) had considered crypto currencies as a poor unit of account and
also demonstrated by their frequent and high Fluctuation in value.



According to RBI, it pose several risks, including anti-money laundering and terrorism
financing concerns (AML/CFT) for the state and liquidity, credit, and operational risks for
users. However, it is considering developing a sovereign digital currency when the time is
appropriate.

1.1. ECONOMY SNIPPETS
1. RBI sets up committee to review working of ARCs
Why in News?


The RBI has set up a committee to review the working of Asset Reconstruction Companies
(ARC).

Highlights:


The six-member committee will be headed by Sudarshan Sen, former executive director,
Reserve Bank of India (RBI).



It has been set up to undertake a comprehensive review of the working of ARCs in the
financial sector ecosystem and recommend suitable measures for enabling them to meet
the Growing Requirements.

Terms of Reference of the Committee:


The panel will review the existing legal and regulatory framework applicable to ARCs.



It will recommend measures to improve the efficacy of ARCs.
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It will also review the role of ARCs in the resolution of stressed assets, including under the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), and give suggestions for improving liquidity and
trading of security receipts.



It will also review the Business Models of ARCs.

Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARC):


An ARC is a specialized financial institution that buys the Non-Performing Assets or bad
assets from banks and financial institutions so that the latter can clean up their balance
sheets.



In a nutshell, ARCs are in the business of buying bad loans from banks.



Banks can sell the bad assets to the ARCs at a mutually agreed value and concentrate on
normal banking activities.



The Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security
Interest (SARFAESI) Act, 2002 provides the legal basis for setting up ARCs in India.

2. Why a Global Minimum tax is unfair to Developing Economies
Why in News?


The article deals with the recent proposal from the US Treasury Secretary for the global
corporate Minimum Tax Rate and its implications for India.

What is Global Minimum Tax?


Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen has thrown the weight of the U.S. government behind a
push for a global corporate minimum tax rate.



It is being proposed that the race to the bottom for corporate tax rates be reversed.



Base Erosion and Profit Shifting programme and issues with it



Big tech companies were able to operate in large markets such as India without physical
presence and profits could be relatively easily relocated to low-tax jurisdictions through
financial manoeuvres.



The Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) programme was initiated in 2013 to curb
practices that allowed companies to reduce their tax liabilities by exploiting loopholes in
the tax law. The OECD co-opted countries in the framework by suggesting that a
consensus-based outcome would be superior to a patchwork of independent changes.



Developing countries weren’t sure if they would receive the right to tax the mobile incomes
of tech Companies.
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Addressing this concern, the OECD published a policy note that bifurcated the challenge
into Two Pillars. Pillar one was to address the issue of reallocation of taxing rights whereas
all remaining BEPS issues would be addressed by pillar two.



Most contentious issue in the blueprint is that only a fraction of the profits will be allocated
to markets.



So, the tax base of countries, including India, remains exposed to the risk of under or nontaxation. To fix this, countries have implemented a digital services tax on revenues.



In response, the US launched, in 2020, inquiries under the Trade Act 1974 and is now
proposing tariffs as means to curb the proliferation of such measures.

Finding consensus-based solution: Minimum tax rate


The Biden administration has assured its participation in finding a consensus-based
solution.



However, recently the US Treasury suggested that it will apply the pillar one proposal to
top 100 companies and will not accept any result that is discriminatory to US companies.



The US now supports a simplification of the proposal. However, it remains to be seen how
the final version pans out for markets such as India.



Shifting to pillar two, it is now being proposed that the US corporate tax rate be raised to
28 per cent. It is being suggested that a minimum tax rate be defined for the world.



This minimum rate is not yet defined, but once this rate is fixed, a multinational
enterprise’s effective tax rate in each jurisdiction will be compared with the minimum and
where a lower rate is paid, a top-up tax will apply.

But who Gets to tax the Remaining Profits?


As per the current design, the country where the ultimate parent entity resides is where the
tax is first applicable. Given that nearly 30 per cent of the Forbes 2000 companies are in
the US, the implementation of this proposal best serves the needs of the US.

Impact on India:


For India, committing to such a global standard needs to be assessed carefully, especially
since the proposal will apply to companies with global revenues above Euro 750 million.



Moreover, India has witnessed a consistent rise in the effective tax rate which is now close
to 26 per cent.
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3. Towards Digital Atmanirbharta
Why in News?


We need a comprehensive FDI policy on trade to take care of the needs of all the
stakeholders. The article Highlights the issues faced by the e-commerce sector in relation
to the FDI policy.

E-commerce as an Enabler:


With their efficient, quick and reliable logistics network, e-commerce platforms have
nudged consumer behaviour patterns from an offline to an online shopping mode.



During the pandemic, e-commerce emerged as an enabler in ensuring the availability of
essentials to the masses.



E-commerce is going to be increasingly important in the future of retail shopping in India
and the world over.



It is estimated to become a $100 billion industry by 2024, which was at $38.5 billion until
2017.



The trend will continue to grow with the government’s impetus on digital literacy, also
supported by the increasing penetration of internet and smartphone users.



However, what the sector lacks is the bandwidth of operation.

Issues with FDI Policy for e-commerce:


In addition to the FDI Policy/FEMA, other laws such as IT Act, Consumer Protection Act,
and those pertaining to IP and copyright, regulate the e-commerce sector in India.



Of these, the FDI policy plays an important role as massive investments are needed to
build and strengthen the entire ecosystem of the e-commerce sector in the country.



FDI policies on trade have evolved over time as policy-making was done from time to time
mostly responding to the needs of the market coupled with political feasibility.



Thus, FDI policy in cash and carry or wholesale B2B operations is different (100 per cent
FDI allowed under automatic route) compared to highly restrictive FDI policy on retail
B2C trade.



Similarly, an artificial distinction was created between single-brand retail and multi-brand
retail as opposition to multi-brand retail was strong: 100 per cent FDI is allowed under
automatic route in single-brand retail whereas FDI regime in multi-brand retail is quite
restricted.



E-commerce is not allowed under FDI policy in multi-brand retail.
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The FDI policy on e-commerce is quite different as e-commerce platforms are allowed to
work only as a marketplace with permission to provide certain specified services to sellers
and buyers.



However, FDI is allowed in the inventory model when these platforms sell fresh farm
produce made in India.



There is no specific policy on FDI in e-commerce for exports.



Need for comprehensive FDI policy for trade



The rapid expansion of the retail, organised retail as well e-commerce sector in India in the
coming years will create huge opportunities for all.



The policies that have evolved over time need a relook to balance the interests of all in a
win-win policy. Today, our small businesses employing an exceptionally large number of
workers need to use e-commerce more and more to augment their sales.



E-commerce provides them with the means to access a much bigger market without having
to overly invest in marketing. This should include more and more foreign markets.



Consumers have benefited enormously from e-commerce.



Also, the harmonious working of online and offline retailers is essential.



With GST and the drive towards digitisation, more small traders need to be enabled to
make the transition and take advantage of the expanding opportunities.

4. India Third Highest Military Spender in 2020: SIPRI
Why in News?


India was the third largest military spender in the world in 2020, behind only the US and
China.

Highlights:


The US accounted for 39 per cent of the money spent on military globally, China accounted
for 13 per cent, and India accounted for 3.7 per cent of the globe’s share.



The US spent a total of $778 billion in 2020, China spent $252 billion and India’s military
expenditure was $72.9 billion.



The United States’ military spending was 3.7 per cent of its GDP while the corresponding
numbers for China and India were 1.7 per cent and 2.9 per cent Respectively.



The other top spenders included Russia with $61.7 billion, the UK at $59.2 billion, Saudi
Arabia at $57.5 billion, followed by Germany and France at just under $53 billion each.
Increase in spending in the year of pandemic
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SIPRI said that the total “global military expenditure rose to $1981 billion last year, an
increase of 2.6 per cent in real terms from 2019. 2.6 per cent increase in world military
spending came in a year” when the global GDP shrank by 4.4 per cent largely due to the
economic impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic.



Military spending as a share of GDP—the military burden—reached a global average of 2.4
per cent in 2020, which is the biggest year-on-year rise in the military burden since the
Global Financial and Economic Crisis in 2009.

5. Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARCs)
Why in News?


The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in its report on Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARCs)
said that the growth of the ARC industry has recently not been consistent over time and
not always been synchronous with the trends in Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) of banks
and Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs).

Highlights:


It is a specialized financial institution that buys the Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) from
banks and financial institutions so that they can clean up their balance sheets.



A NPA is a loan or advance for which the principal or interest payment remained overdue
for a period of 90 days.



This helps banks to concentrate in normal banking activities. Banks rather than going after
the defaulters by wasting their time and effort, can sell the bad assets to the ARCs at a
Mutually Agreed Value. The Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and
Enforcement of Security Interest (SARFAESI) Act, 2002 provides the legal basis for the
setting up of ARCs in India. The Act helps reconstruction of bad assets without the
intervention of courts. Since then, a large number of ARCs were formed and were
registered with the RBI. RBI has got the power to regulate the ARCs.



The ARC industry began with the establishment of the Asset Reconstruction Company
India Ltd (ARCIL) in 2003. After remaining subdued in the initial years of their inception,
a jump was seen in the number of ARCs in 2008, and then in 2016.



There has been a concentration in the industry in terms of Assets Under Management
(AUM) and the Security Receipts (SRs) issued.



Security Receipts (SR) are issued by the ARCs when NPAs of commercial banks and/or
financial institutions are acquired by the ARCs for the purpose of recovery.
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AUMs can be measured with the help of SRs outstanding.



Decline in ‘Assets Under Management’: The growth in ARCs’ AUM has been largely
trendless except for a major spurt in FY14.



The AUM of ARCs has been on a declining trend when compared with the volume of NPAs
of banks and NBFCs, except during the period of high growth in the AUM around 2013-14.



During 2019-20, asset sales by banks to ARCs declined, which could probably be due to
banks opting for other resolution channels such as Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC)
and SARFAESI.

6. Agriculture Infrastructure Fund
Why in News?


Recently, Agriculture Infrastructure Fund has crossed the eight thousand crore mark. The
investment will give a boost to several agricultural projects which will unlock value for
Farmers across the Country.

Highlights:


It is a central sector scheme



It aims to provide medium - long term debt financing facility for investment in viable
projects for post-harvest management Infrastructure and community farming assets.



The funds will be provided for setting up of cold stores and chains, warehousing, grading
and packaging units, e-marketing points linked to e-trading platforms, besides PPP
projects for crop aggregation sponsored by central/state/local bodies.



Its duration is Financial Year 2020 to 2029.



They are Farmers, FPOs, PACS, Marketing Cooperative Societies, SHGs, Joint Liability
Groups (JLG), Multipurpose Cooperative Societies, Agri-entrepreneurs, Start-ups, and
Central/State agency or Local Body sponsored Public-Private Partnership (PPP) Projects.



Moratorium for repayment may vary subject to minimum of 6 months and maximum of 2
years.



Loans will have interest subvention of 3% per annum up to a limit of Rs. 2 crore. This
subvention will be available for a Maximum Period of Seven Years.



A credit guarantee coverage will be available for eligible borrowers from the scheme under
Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for Micro and Small Enterprises (CGTMSE) scheme for a
loan up to Rs. 2 crore.
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About Central Sector Scheme:


They are 100% Funded by the Central government.



Implemented by the Central Government machinery.



Formulated on subjects mainly from the Union List.



E.g.: Bharatnet, Namami Gange-National Ganga Plan, etc.
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2. ENVIRONMENT
1. Disaster Management Act, 2005
Why in News?


Recently, the Ministry of Home Affairs invoked Disaster Management Act, 2005 (DM Act)
and ordered free inter-state movement of oxygen Carrying Vehicles.

About the News:


The DM Act was passed by the government of India in 2005 for the ‘efficient management
of disasters and other matters connected to it. However it came into force in January
2006. Earlier in March 2020 various government authorities invoked their respective
powers under the DM Act to deal with the novel corona virus (COVID-19) outbreak in the
country.

Objective:


To manage disasters, including preparation of mitigation strategies, capacity-building and
more.
 Definition of a “disaster” in Section 2 (d) of the DM Act states that a disaster means a
“catastrophe, mishap, calamity or grave occurrence in any area, arising from natural or
man made causes.

Major Features of the Act:


The Act designates the Ministry of Home Affairs as the nodal ministry for steering the
overall national disaster management.



Institutional Structure: It puts into place a systematic structure of institutions at the
national, state and district levels.



It contains the provisions for financial mechanisms such as the creation of funds for
emergency response, National Disaster Response Fund and similar funds at the state and
district levels.



The Act also devotes several sections various civil and criminal liabilities resulting from
violation of Provisions of the act. Under Section 51 of the Act, anyone refusing to comply
with orders is liable for punishment with imprisonment up to one year, or fine, or both. In
case this refusal leads to death of people, the person liable shall be punished with
imprisonment up to two years.
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National Level Important Entities:


The National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA): It is tasked with laying
down disaster management policies and ensuring timely and effective response
mechanisms.



The National Executive Committee (NEC): It is constituted under Section 8 of the
DM Act to assist the National Disaster Management Authority in the performance of its
functions. The NEC is responsible for the preparation of the National Disaster
Management Plan for the whole country and to ensure that it is “reviewed and updated
annually.



The National Institute of Disaster Management (NIDM): It is an institute for
training and capacity development programs for managing natural calamities.



National Disaster Response Force (NDRF): It refers to trained professional units
that are called upon for specialized response to disasters.



State and District level: The Act also provides for state and district level authorities
responsible for, among other things, drawing plans for implementation of national plans
and preparing local plans.
 State Disaster Management Authority
 District Disaster Management Authority.

Challenges Ahead:
Absence of Disaster Prone Zones:


One of the most glaring inadequacies in the Act is the absence of a provision for
declaration of ‘disaster- prone zones’.



Almost all disaster related legislations in the world have mapped out disaster- prone zones
within their respective jurisdictions.



The state cannot be expected to play a pro- active role unless an area is declared ‘disasterprone’. Classification helps in determining the extent of damages as well.

Neglects Progressive Behaviour of Disasters:


The Act portrays every disaster as a sudden occurrence and completely fails to take into
account that disasters can be progressive in Nature as well.



In 2006, over 3,500 people were affected by dengue, a disease with a history of outbreaks
in India, yet no effective mechanism has been put in place to check such an ordeal.



Tuberculosis is known to kill thousands of people in the country each year but since its
occurrence is not sudden or at once, it has not found a place in the Act.
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Overlapping Functions:


The Act calls for establishment of multiple- national level bodies, the functions of which
seem to be overlapping, making coordination between them cumbersome.



The local authorities, who have a very valuable role to play in the wake of any disaster as
first responders, barely find a mention at all. There are no substantive provisions to guide
them, merely a minor reference to taking ‘Necessary Measures’.

Procedural Delays and Inadequate Technology:


Added to that, delayed response, inappropriate implementation of the plans and policies,
and procedural lags plague the disaster management scheme in India.



Inadequate technological capacity for accurate prediction and measurement of the disaster
result in large Scale Damage.

Way Forward:


Although the DM Act has undoubtedly filled a huge gap in the scheme of governmental
actions towards dealing with disasters. Laying down elaborate plans on paper doesn’t serve
the purpose unless they are translated into effective implementation.



Civil society, private enterprises and Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs) can play a
valuable role towards building a safer India.

2.1. ENVIRONMENT SNIPPETS
1. Dolphin Population
Why in News?


Odisha has recently released the Final Data on the Dolphin Census, indicating a
spectacular Growth in Numbers.

Highlights:


The population of dolphins in Chilika, India’s largest brackish water lake, and along the
Odisha coast has doubled this year (2021) compared with last year.



Three species were recorded during the census, with 544 Irrawaddy, bottle-nose and
humpback dolphins sighted this year, compared with 233 last year.



The rise in the Irrawaddy dolphin population in Chilika can be attributed to the eviction of
illegal Fish Enclosures.



Irrawaddy dolphins are found in coastal areas in South and Southeast Asia, and in three
rivers: the Ayeyarwady (Myanmar), the Mahakam (Indonesian Borneo) and the Mekong.
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The Mekong River Irrawaddy dolphins inhabit a 118-mile stretch of the river between
Cambodia and Lao PDR.



Its Conservation Status are IUCN Red List: Endangered, CITES: Appendix I, CMS
(Convention on Migratory Species): Appendix I and Wildlife Protection Act, 1972:
Schedule I



The Indo-Pacific Bottlenose Dolphins generally occur in shallow coastal waters of the
Indian Ocean, Southeast Asia and Australia.



Its Conservation Status are IUCN Red List: Near Threatened and CITES: Appendix II



The Indian Ocean Humpback Dolphin occurs within the Indian Ocean from South Africa
to India. Its Conservation Status are IUCN Red List: Endangered, CITES: Appendix I are
Wildlife Protection Act, 1972: Schedule I.

2. Monkeydactyl
Why in News?


The new pterosaur fossil was discovered in the Tiaojishan Formation
of Liaoning, China, and is thought to be 160 million years old. It has
been

named

Kunpengopterus

antipollicatus,

also

dubbed

“Monkeydactyl”.


About

the

Monkeydactyl

Fossil

(Kunpengopterus

Antipollicatus):


The “Antipollicatus” in ancient Greek means “opposite thumbs”, and
it was attached to the name because the researchers’ findings could be
the first discovery of a pterosaur with an opposed thumb.



It could likely be the earliest-known instance of the limb.



It is far older than the one identified in 2019. The Paleontologists had identified that
species as a pterosaur that lived over 77 million years ago in what is Western Canada
today.



It is named Cryodrakon boreas, it was believed to be one of the largest flying animals,
which “flew over the heads of dinosaurs”, with a wingspan of over 10 metres.



About Tiaojishan Formation. Geographically, the Tiaojishan Formation is widely
distributed in western Liaoning Province and the neighboring northern Hebei Province
(China).
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This formation is lithologically composed of intermediate lava and pyroclastic rocks,
interlayered with basic volcanic rocks and sedimentary deposits.



It contains abundant and well-preserved fossil plants, including leaves, seeds and fruits,
permineralized rhizomes and wood.

About Pterosaurs:


The pterosaur species were reptiles, close cousins of dinosaurs and the first animals after
insects to Evolve Powered Flight.



They Evolved into various species, while some were as large as an F-16 fighter jet, others
were as small as paper airplanes.



They flourished during all periods (Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous) of the Mesozoic Era
(252.2 million to 66 Million Years Ago).

3. Species in News: Azhdarchid Pterosaurs
Why in News?


Azhdarchid pterosaurs, the giant reptiles that flew in the skies
nearly 65 million years ago, had necks longer than that of a giraffe
(i.e. more than 6fts).

What are Pterosaurs?


Pterosaurs are reptiles that are close cousins of dinosaurs, the
First Animals after insects to evolve powered flight.



Some pterosaurs were as large as an F-16 fighter jet, while others
were as small as a paper aeroplane.



Pterosaurs went extinct about 65-66 million years ago (end of the Cretaceous period) and
while they did not leave any of their descendants behind.



One reason for this is that few pterosaurs lived in places where fossils tend to form,
because of which their bones are preserved poorly.

Azhdarchid Pterosaurs:


They are one type of pterosaur and one of the distinguishing characteristics about them is
how big they were, Especially their Long Necks.



Some of these pterosaurs were the largest animals to have flown in the sky, with wingspans
greater than 30 feet.



The name azhdarchid, as per a blog on Scientific American comes from Azhdarcho, a
Central Asian form named by Russian ornithologist and palaeontologist in 1984.
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What have the Researchers Found?


Researchers involved in this study were curious about how the reptile’s long neck
functioned and how it was able to support the pterosaur’s body, allowing them to capture
and eat heavy Prey Animals.

4. Eudiscopus denticulus
Why in News?


A team of scientists of Zoological Survey of India, Shillong and
scientists from a few European natural history museums have
recently reported a very specialized Bamboo Dwelling bat
species called Eudiscopus denticulus in Meghalaya.

About:


The bat species was found in Lailad, near Nongkhyllem
Wildlife Sanctuary in Meghalaya has so far been unknown
from India.



The Eudiscopus denticulus is very distinctive in appearance with prominent disk like pads
in the thumb and bright orange colouration.



From the modifications in the feet, it was presumed to be a bamboo dwelling species
which was later identified as a disk-footed bat.



This bat is reported to roost inside bamboo internodes aided by their adhesive disks.



So far, this species is known from a few localities in Southern China, Vietnam, Thailand
and Myanmar. This new locality in Meghalaya is about 1000km westward range extension
of the species and the present record has added an additional genus (a category above
species) and species to the bat Fauna of India.

5. Great Indian Bustards
Why in News?


A Group of Hunters has recently shot down two Great Indian Bustards (GIBs) in a
protected area of southern Punjab’s Cholistan in Pakistan.

Highlights:


The Great Indian Bustard (GIB), the State bird of Rajasthan, is considered India’s most
Critically Endangered Bird.
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It is considered the flagship grassland species, representing the health of the grassland
ecology. Its population is confined mostly to Rajasthan and Gujarat. Small populations
occur in Maharashtra, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh.



The bird is under constant threats due to collision/electrocution with power transmission
lines, hunting (still prevalent in Pakistan), habitat loss and alteration as a result of
widespread agricultural expansion, etc.



Its Protection Status are International Union for Conservation of Nature Red List:
Critically Endangered, Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora (CITES): Appendix1, Convention on Migratory Species (CMS): Appendix
I and Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972: Schedule 1



The grassland habitat in the Cholistan desert, where the GIBs were killed, is very similar to
the habitat in Rajasthan’s Desert National Park (DNP), where the GIB’s last remnant wild
population is found.



DNP is situated near the towns of Jaisalmer and Barmer, forming a part of the mighty
Thar desert.



It was declared as a National Park in 1981 to protect the habitat of the Great Indian
Bustard.



As Rajasthan shares the international border with Pakistan's Sindh and Punjab provinces,
the birds will become an easy prey for the gun-toting poachers there.



The hunting of the rare bird will not only Drastically reduce India’s GIB population, but
will also affect the desert ecosystem.



It is kept under the species recovery programme under the Integrated Development of
Wildlife Habitats of the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change (MoEFCC).



The MoEFCC has also launched a program called ‘Habitat Improvement and Conservation
Breeding of Great Indian Bustard-An Integrated Approach’.



The objective of the programme is to build up a captive population of Great Indian
Bustards and to release the chicks in the wild for increasing the population.



Rajasthan government has launched ‘Project Great Indian Bustard’ with an aim of
constructing breeding enclosures for the species and developing infrastructure to reduce
human pressure on its habitats.
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6. Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) Emissions
Why in News?


Recently, the Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) emissions from a volcanic eruption in the Caribbean
(La Soufriere Volcano) have reached India, sparking fear of increased pollution levels in
the northern parts of the country and acid rain.

Highlights:


La Soufriere Volcano is an active stratovolcano on the Caribbean island of Saint Vincent in
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines.



A stratovolcano is a tall, conical volcano composed of one layer of hardened lava, tephra,
and volcanic ash. These volcanoes are characterized by a steep profile and periodic,
explosive eruptions. Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, located in the southern Caribbean,
consists of more than 30 islands and cays, nine of which are inhabited.



It is the highest peak in Saint Vincent and has had five recorded explosive eruptions since
1718, most recently in April 2021. The last time the volcano had erupted was in 1979.



The Caribbean is the region roughly south of the United States, east of Mexico and north of
Central and South America, consisting of the Caribbean Sea and its islands.

Impact of the Eruption on Global Temperatures:


Volcanic emissions reaching the stratosphere can have a cooling effect on global
temperatures. The most significant climate impacts from volcanic injections into the
stratosphere come from the conversion of sulphur dioxide to sulphuric acid, which
condenses rapidly in the stratosphere to form fine Sulphate Aerosols.



The aerosols increase the reflection of radiation from the Sun back into space, cooling the
Earth’s lower Atmosphere or Troposphere.



Bigger eruptions during the past century have caused a decrease in temperature of 0.27
degree Celsius or more on the Earth’s surface for up to Three Years.

Sulphur Dioxide and Pollution:


It lead to high concentrations of SO2 in the air generally also lead to the formation of other
sulfur oxides (SOx). SOx can react with other compounds in the atmosphere to form small
particles. These particles contribute to Particulate Matter (PM) pollution.



Small particles may penetrate deeply into the lungs and in sufficient quantities can
contribute to health problems. Acid rain results when sulphur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen
oxides (NOX) are emitted into the atmosphere and transported by wind and air currents.
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The SO2 and NOX react with water, oxygen and other chemicals to form sulfuric and nitric
acids. These then mix with water and other materials before Falling to the Ground.

7. Earth Day
Why in News?


Every year on 22nd April Earth day has been celebrated to raise public awareness about the
Environment and Inspire People to save and protect it.

Highlights:


The theme for the year 2021 ‘Restore Our Earth’ examines natural processes, emerging
green technologies and innovative thinking that can restore the world’s ecosystems.



Earth Day was first observed in 1970, when 20 million took to the streets to protest against
environmental degradation on the call of US Senator Gaylord Nelson.



The event was triggered by the 1969 Santa Barbara oil spill, as well as other issues such as
smog and polluted rivers.



In 2009, the United Nations designated 22nd April as ‘International Mother Earth Day’.



Earth Day is now globally coordinated by EARTHDAY.ORG, which is a non profit
organisation. It was formerly known as Earth Day Network.



It aims to “build the world’s largest environmental movement to drive transformative
change for people and the planet.”



It recognizes a collective responsibility, as called for in the 1992 Rio Declaration (Earth
Summit), to promote harmony with nature and the Earth to achieve a just balance among
the economic, social and environmental needs of present and future generations of
humanity.



The landmark Paris Agreement, which brings almost 200 countries together in setting a
common target to reduce global greenhouse emissions, was also signed on Earth Day 2016.



Earth Hour is the World Wildlife Fund for Nature (WWF)’s annual initiative that began in
2007. It is held every year on the last Saturday of March.



It encourages people from more than 180 countries to switch off the lights from 8.30 pm to
9.30 pm as per their Local Time.
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3. POLITY & GOVERNANCE
1. Centre to push Judges Appointments
Why in News?


The Union government has offered to decide in three months the Supreme Court
Collegium recommendations for Appointment of judges in the High Court’s pending with
it for over Half a Year.

What is Collegium System?


It is the system of appointment and transfer of judges that has evolved through judgments
of the SC, and not by an Act of Parliament or by a provision of the Constitution.



The SC collegium is headed by the CJI and comprises four other senior most judges of the
court. A HC collegium is led by its Chief Justice and four other senior most judges of that
court. Names recommended for appointment by a HC collegium reaches the government
only after approval by the CJI and the SC collegium.



Judges of the higher judiciary are appointed only through the collegium system and the
government has a role only after names have been decided by the collegium.



The government’s role is limited to getting an inquiry conducted by the Intelligence
Bureau (IB) if a lawyer is to be elevated as a judge in a High Court or the Supreme Court.
 Intelligence Bureau (IB): It is a reputed and established intelligence agency. It is
authoritatively controlled by the Ministry of Home Affairs.
 It can also raise objections and seek clarifications regarding the collegium’s choices, but
if the collegium reiterates the same names, the government is bound, under
Constitution Bench judgments, to appoint them as judges.

Procedure for Various Judicial Appointments:


For CJI:
 The President of India appoints the CJI and the other SC judges.
 As far as the CJI is concerned, the outgoing CJI recommends his successor.
 In practice, it has been strictly by Seniority ever since the Supersession Controversy of
the 1970s.



For SC Judges:
 For other judges of the SC, the proposal is initiated by the CJI.
 The CJI consults the rest of the Collegium members, as well as the senior-most judge of
the court hailing from the High Court to which the recommended person belongs.
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 The consultees must record their opinions in writing and it should form part of the file.
 The Collegium sends the recommendation to the Law Minister, who forwards it to the
Prime Minister to advise the President.


For Chief Justice of High Courts:
 The Chief Justice of High Court is appointed as per the policy of having Chief Justices
from outside the respective States.
 The Collegium takes the call on the elevation.
 High Court judges are recommended by a Collegium comprising the CJI and two
senior-most judges.
 The proposal, however, is initiated by the outgoing Chief Justice of the High Court
concerned in consultation with two senior-most colleagues.
 The recommendation is sent to the Chief Minister, who advises the Governor to send
the proposal to the Union Law Minister.

Impact of Delayed Appointments in High Courts:


Pending Cases: Nearly 1.65 Lakh cases are pending in High Courts which are older than
Five Years.



Loss of People’s faith: Erosion of faith of the general citizenry in the due process of
justice delivery mechanisms.



Hamper's Judicial Efficiency: increased burden on judiciary would affect the quality
of justice delivery.



Trial of Under Trial Prisoners: have created an unnecessary burden on courts along
with negatively impacting the lives of innocents caught under trials.



The Economic Impact of Delayed Justice: slow justice negatively impacts foreign
investments and overall economic development of the country.

Attempts to reform the Appointment System:


The attempt made to replace it by a ‘National Judicial Appointments Commission’ was
struck down by the court in 2015 on the ground that it posed a threat to the independence
of the judiciary.

Related Constitutional Provisions:


Article 124(2) of the Indian Constitution provides that the Judges of the Supreme Court
are appointed by the President after consultation with such a number of the Judges of the
Supreme Court and of the High Courts in the States as the President may deem necessary
for the purpose.
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Article 217 of the Indian Constitution states that the Judge of a High Court shall be
appointed by the President consultation with the Chief Justice of India, the Governor of
the State, and, in the case of appointment of a Judge other than the Chief Justice, the Chief
Justice of the High Court.

Way Forward:


Filling up of vacancies is a continuous and collaborative process involving the executive
and the judiciary, and there cannot be a time frame for it. However, it is time to think of a
permanent, independent body to institutionalize the process with adequate safeguards to
preserve the judiciary’s independence guaranteeing judicial primacy but not judicial
exclusivity.



It should ensure Independence, reflect Diversity, Demonstrate professional competence
and integrity.



Instead of selecting the number of judges required against a certain number of vacancies,
the collegium must provide a panel of possible names to the President to appoint in order
of preference and other valid criteria.

2. SC Paves Way for Appointment of Ad-Hoc Judges in HC
Why in News?


The Supreme Court has cleared the way for appointment of retired judges as ad-hoc judges
in High Courts under Article 224A of the Constitution to deal with mounting backlog of
Cases.

Need for:


As on April 1 2021, the High Courts have a total vacancy of 411 regular judges against the
sanctioned judicial strength of 1,080. The working strength in the High Courts is 669.

Observations Made by the Court:


The court ruled that the Chief Justice of a High Court may initiate the process of
recommending a name if the number of judges’ vacancies is more than 20 per cent of the
sanctioned strength, cases in a particular category are pending for over five years, more
than 10 per cent of pending cases are over five years old, or percentage of the rate of
disposal is lower than the institution of the cases either in a particular subject matter or
generally in the court.



The Chief Justice said, it should prepare a panel of judges after personal interaction with
the concerned judge to take their consent.
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Depending on the strength of the High Court and the problem faced by it, the number of
ad-hoc judges in the court should be in the range of two to five for the time being, it said.



Since the goal was to clear the backlog, the ad-hoc judges can be assigned more than fiveyear-old cases, it said, adding that this would not, however, affect the High Court Chief
Justice’s discretion to allot any other matter.



In case there is a need to constitute a Division Bench to hear a matter, it would comprise of
only ad-hoc judges and not a mix of ad-hoc and sitting judges, the court said. It also barred
ad-hoc appointees from performing any other legal work – advisory, arbitration or
appearing in court for Clients.

Constitutional Provisions in this Regard:


The appointment of ad-hoc judges was provided for in the Constitution under Article
224A.

Procedure to be followed:


Under the Article, the Chief Justice of a High Court for any State may at any time, with the
previous consent of the President, request any person who has held the office of judge of
that court or of any other High Court to sit and act as a judge of the High Court for that
State.



The court said the appointments can follow the procedure laid down in the Memorandum
of Procedure for appointment of judges. Since the nominees have been judges before, the
need to refer the matter to the IB or other agencies would not arise, shortening the time
period.



On the timeline for their appointment, the court said “a period of about three months
should be sufficient to process a recommendation and, thus, ideally a Chief Justice should
start the process three months in advance for such appointment”.

Tenure and Emoluments:


Their tenure, the court said, may vary on the basis of the need but “generally should be for
a period between two and three years”.



Such a judge is entitled to such allowances as the president may determine. He will also
enjoy all the jurisdiction, powers and privileges of a judge of the Supreme Court. But, he
will not otherwise be deemed to be a judge of the Supreme Court.
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3. Article 311(2) (C) of the Constitution
Context:


The J&K government has constituted a Special Task Force (STF) for identifying and
scrutinising the government employees who are involved in any cases related to posing
threat to the security or Anti-National Activities.

Background:


The move comes as a number of government employees in the past were found expressing
their political opinion in public space on the Kashmir conflict.



According to an official data, scores of employees were found involved in stone-pelting,
participating in anti-India demonstrations and expressing anti-national sentiments on the
social media during the five-month long agitation in 2016.



STF will scrutinise cases of employees suspected of activities requiring action under Article
311(2) (C) of the Constitution.

What is under proviso (c) to Article 311 (2)?


Where the President is satisfied that the retention of a person in public service is
prejudicial to the security of the State, his services can be terminated without recourse to
the normal procedure prescribed in Article 311 (2).



The satisfaction referred to in the proviso is the subjective satisfaction of the President
about the expediency of not giving an opportunity to the employee concerned in the
interest of the security of the State. This clause does not require that reasons for the
satisfaction should be recorded in writing. That indicates that the power given to the
President is unfettered and cannot be made a justifiable issue, as that would amount to
substituting the satisfaction of the court in place of the satisfaction of the President.

Is Suspension or Compulsory Retirement a form of Punishment?


The Supreme Court in case of Bansh singh Vs State of Punjab clearly held that suspension
from service is neither dismissal nor removal nor reduction in rank, therefore, if a
Government servant is suspended he cannot claim the constitutional guarantee of Article
311.
In Shyam Lal Vs State of U.P Supreme Court held that compulsory retirement differ from
dismissal and removal as it involves no penal consequences and also a government servant
who is compulsory retired does not loose any part of benefit earned during the service so it
doesn’t attract the provisions of Article 311.
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Safeguards to Civil Servants:


Article 311(1): It says that a civil servant cannot be dismissed or removed by any
authority subordinate to the authority by which he was appointed.



Article 311(2): It says that a civil servant cannot be removed or dismissed or reduced in
rank unless he has been given a reasonable opportunity to show cause against action
proposed to be taken Against Him.

4. Justice N V Ramana Sworn in as New CJI
Why in News?


Justice Nuthalapati Venkata Ramana was sworn in as the 48th Chief Justice of India by the
President in the Ashoka Hall of the Rashtrapati Bhavan in a short ceremony recently.

How it works?


The Chief Justice of India is traditionally appointed by the outgoing Chief Justice of India
on the day of his (or her) retirement. By convention, the outgoing Chief Justice of India
selects the most senior then-sitting Supreme Court judge.



Seniority at the apex court is determined not by age, but by:
 The date a judge was appointed to the Supreme Court.
 If two judges are elevated to the Supreme Court on the same day.
 The one who was sworn in first as a judge would trump another.
 If both were sworn in as judges on the same day, the one with more years of high court
service would ‘win’ in the Seniority Stakes.
 An appointment from the bench would ‘Trump’ in seniority an appointee from the bar.

Is it a Part of the Constitution?


The Constitution of India does not have any provision for criteria and procedure for
appointing the CJI. Article 124(1) of the Indian Constitution says there “shall be a Supreme
Court of India consisting of a Chief Justice of India”.



The closest mention is in Article 126, which deals with the appointment of an acting CJI.



In the absence of a constitutional provision, the procedure relies on custom and
Convention.

What is the Procedure?


The procedure to appoint the next CJI is laid out in the Memorandum of Procedure (MoP)
between the Government and the Judiciary:
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 The procedure is initiated by the Law Minister seeking the recommendation of the
outgoing CJI at the ‘appropriate time’, which is near to the date of retirement of the
incumbent CJI.
 The CJI sends his recommendation to the Law Ministry; and in the case of any qualms,
the CJI can consult the collegium regarding the fitness of an SC judge to be elevated to
the post.
 After receiving recommendation from the CJI, the law minister forwards it to the Prime
Minister who then advises the President on the same.
 The President administers the oath of office to the new CJI.

Does the Government get a Say?


Except for the law minister seeking the recommendation from the incumbent CJI, and
forwarding it to the Prime Minister, the Government has no say in the appointment of the
CJI. Vis-a-vis the Appointment of the CJI and the appointment of SC judges, the key
difference is that in the former, the Government cannot send the Recommendation of the
CJI (or the collegium) back to them for Reconsideration; while in the latter, the
government can do so. However, if the collegium Reiterates those names, then the
Government cannot object any Further.

5. Section 144 of CrPC
Why in News?


Section 144 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC) of 1973 has been imposed in various
Districts, owing to the rising number of Covid-19 cases.

About Section 144 of CrPC:


Section 144 has often been used to clamp down on telecommunication services and order
Internet shutdowns. This law empowers the magistrate of any state or union territory in
India to pass an order prohibiting the gathering of four or more people in a specified area.



It is imposed in urgent cases of nuisance or apprehended danger of some event that has
the potential to cause trouble or damage to Human Life or Property.



This order can be passed against a particular Individual or General Public.

Features of Section 144:


It places restrictions on handling or transporting any kind of weapon in the given
jurisdiction.
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The maximum punishment for such an act is three years.



According to the order under this section, there shall be no movement of public and all
educational institutions shall also remain closed.



Further, there will be a complete bar on holding any kind of public meetings or rallies
during the period of operation of this order.



It is deemed a punishable offence to obstruct law enforcement agencies from disbanding
an unlawful assembly. It also empowers the authorities to block internet access in the
region. The ultimate purpose of Section 144 is to maintain peace and order in the areas
where trouble could erupt to Disrupt the Regular Life.

Duration of Section 144 Order:


No order under this section can remain in force for a period of more than 2 months.



Under the state Government’s Discretion, it can choose to extend the validity for two more
months with the maximum validity extendable to six months.



Once the situation becomes normal, Section 144 levied can be withdrawn.

Difference between Section 144 and Curfew:


Section 144 prohibits gathering of four or more people in the concerned area, while during
curfew people are instructed to stay indoors for a particular period of time. The
government puts a complete restriction on traffic as well.



Markets, schools, colleges and offices remain closed under the curfew and only essential
services are allowed to run on Prior Notice.

Criticism of the Section:


The criticism is that it is too broad and the words of the section are wide enough to give
absolute power to a magistrate that may be exercised unjustifiably. The immediate remedy
against such an order is a revision application to the magistrate himself.



An aggrieved individual can approach the High Court by filing a writ petition if his
fundamental rights are at stake. However, fears exist that before the High Court
intervenes, the rights could already have been infringed.

Court’s Ruling on Section 144:


Dr Ram Manohar Lohiya case 1967, the Supreme Court held that “no democracy can exist
if ‘public order’ is freely allowed to be disturbed by a section of the citizens”.



The Supreme Court in another recent judgement said that the section cannot be used to
impose restrictions on citizens' fundamental right to assemble peacefully, cannot be
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invoked as a 'tool' to 'prevent the legitimate expression of opinion or grievance or exercise
of any Democratic Rights'.

Way Forward:


Section 144 is a useful tool to help deal with emergencies. However, absence of any narrow
tailoring of wide executive powers with specific objectives, coupled with very limited
judicial oversight over the executive branch, makes it ripe for abuse and misuse.



Before proceeding under this section, the Magistrate should hold an enquiry and record
the Urgency of the matter. There is a need to balance the granting of plenary powers by the
legislature to deal with emergent situations, and the need to protect the personal liberty
and other freedoms Granted to the Citizens under the fundamental rights of the
Constitution.

6. PM CARES Fund
Why in News?


The PM CARES Fund has approved allocation of funds for setting up 551 Pressure Swing
Adsorption medical Oxygen Generation Plants at public health facilities across the country.

What is Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA)?


It is a technology used to separate some gas species from a mixture of gases under pressure
according to the species’ molecular characteristics and affinity for an adsorbent material.



It operates at near-ambient temperatures and differs significantly from cryogenic
distillation techniques of gas separation.



Specific adsorbent materials (e.g., zeolites, activated carbon, molecular sieves, etc.) are
used as a trap, preferentially adsorbing the target gas species at high pressure.



The process then swings to low pressure to desorb the adsorbed material.



The Fund had earlier this year allocated Rs. 201.58 crores for the installation of 162 such
plants.

About PM-CARES:


The Prime Minister’s Citizen Assistance and Relief in Emergency Situations (PM-CARES)
Fund was set up to accept donations and provide relief during the Covid-19 pandemic, and
other similar emergencies.



PM-CARES was set up as a public charitable trust with the trust deed registered on March
27, 2020.
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It can avail donations from the foreign contribution and donations to fund can also avail
100% tax exemption. PM-CARES is different from the Prime Minister’s National Relief
Fund (PMNRF).

Who Administers the Fund?


Prime Minister is the ex-officio Chairman of the PM CARES Fund and Minister of Defence,
Minister of Home Affairs and Minister of Finance, Government of India are ex-officio
Trustees of the Fund.

7. Centre Notifies GNCT Act that Gives More Powers to Delhi L-G
Why in News?


The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) recently issued a gazette notification stating that the
provisions of the Government of National Capital Territory (GNCT) of Delhi (Amendment)
Act, 2021, would be deemed to have come into effect from April 27.

About the Act:


The Act gives discretionary powers to the L-G of Delhi even in matters where the
Legislative Assembly of Delhi is empowered to make laws.



The legislation also seeks to ensure that the L-G is “necessarily granted an opportunity” to
give her/his opinion before any decision taken by the Council of Ministers (or the Delhi
Cabinet) is implemented.



The Act has amended Sections 21, 24, 33 and 44 of the 1991 Act.



The Act defines the responsibilities of the elected government and the L-G along with the
“constitutional scheme of governance of the NCT” interpreted by the Supreme Court in
recent judgements regarding the division of powers between the two entities.



It will also seek to ensure that the L-G is “necessarily granted an opportunity” to exercise
powers entrusted to him under proviso to clause (4) of Article 239AA of the Constitution.



This particular clause provides for a Council of Ministers headed by a Chief Minister for
the NCT to “aid and advise the Lieutenant Governor” in the exercise of his functions for
matters in which the Legislative Assembly has the power to make laws.



It will also provide for rules made by the Legislative Assembly of Delhi to be “consistent
with the rules of the House of the People” or the Lok Sabha.

About Special Status for New Delhi:


Article 239AA of the Constitution of India granted Special Status to Delhi among Union
Territories (UTs) in the year 1991 through 69th Constitutional Amendment.
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It provided a Legislative Assembly and a Council of Ministers responsible to such
Assembly with Appropriate Powers.



That’s when Delhi was named as National Capital Region (NCT) of Delhi.



As per this article – Public Order, Police & Land in NCT of Delhi fall within the domain
and control of Central Government which shall have the power to make laws on these
matters.



For remaining matters of State List or Concurrent List, in so far as any such matter is
applicable to UTs, the Legislative Assembly shall have the power to make laws for NCT of
Delhi.

How powers of L-G differ from Delhi and Puducherry?


Both Delhi and Puducherry has an elected legislature and government but the powers of
the LG of Puducherry are different from the ones of the LG of Delhi.



The LG of Delhi has “Executive Functions” that allow him to exercise his powers in matters
connected to public order, police and land “in consultation with the Chief Minister, if it is
so provided under any order issued by the President under Article 239 of the
Constitution”. While the LG of Delhi is also guided by the Government of National Capital
Territory of Delhi Act, 1991, and the Transaction of Business of the Government of
National Capital Territory of Delhi Rules, 1993, the LG of Puducherry is guided mostly by
the Government of Union Territories Act, 1963.



Articles 239 and 239AA of the Constitution, as well as the Government of National Capital
Territory of Delhi Act, 1991, clearly underline that Delhi is a UT, where the Centre, whose
eyes and ears are the LG, has a much more prominent role than in Puducherry.



Under the constitutional scheme, the Delhi Assembly has the power to legislate on all
subjects except law and order and land.



However, the Puducherry Assembly can legislate on any issue under the Concurrent and
State Lists. However, if the law is in conflict with a law passed by Parliament, the law
passed by Parliament prevails. Simply put, the LG of Delhi enjoys greater powers than the
LG of Puducherry.

What was SC’s Guidelines for the LG’s Conduct?


It delineates the powers of the two branches of the executive in Delhi.



The L-G is bound by the aid and advice of the Council of Ministers. In case of difference of
opinion, the L-G should straightaway refer the dispute to the President for a final decision.
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The Lieutenant-Governor should act as a “facilitator” for good governance in the national
capital and not as an “obstructionist”.



The Lieutenant-Governor’s authority, saying he cannot exercise his discretion in “each and
every matter” of daily governance. His discretionary powers are in fact limited to only
matters in the State List — public order, police and land — over which the legislative power
of the Delhi Legislative Assembly stand excluded under Article 239AA.



The NCT government need only to inform the L-G of its “well-deliberated” decisions. The
government need not obtain his “concurrence” on every issue of day-to-day governance.
The elected government could make policies on laws enacted by its own Assembly. The
executive power of the NCT government was co-extensive with its legislative powers.

8. Leaders Call for House Panels’ Meet
Why in News?


MPs have appealed to Rajya Sabha Chairman M. Venkaiah Naidu and Lok Sabha Speaker
Om Birla asking them to allow Virtual Meetings of the Parliamentary Panels.

Background:


With the country in midst of a virulent second wave of COVID-19 pandemic, there has
been no meeting of the Standing Committees for more than a Month Now.

What are Parliamentary Committees?


A parliamentary committee is a “committee which is appointed or elected by the House or
nominated by the Speaker and which works under the direction of the Speaker and
presents its report to the House or to the Speaker and the Secretariat”.



Parliamentary Committees are of two kinds – Standing Committees and ad hoc
Committees.



The former are elected or appointed every year or periodically and their work goes on,
more or less, on a continuous basis. The latter are appointed on an ad hoc basis as need
arises and they cease to exist as soon as they complete the task assigned to them.

Constitutional Provisions:


Parliamentary committees draw their authority from Article 105 (on privileges of
Parliament members) and Article 118 (on Parliament’s authority to make rules for
regulating its procedure and conduct of business).
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Composition of Departmentally-Related Standing Committees (DRSCs):


Until the 13th Lok Sabha, each DRSC comprised 45 members — 30 nominated from Lok
Sabha and 15 from the Rajya Sabha.



However, with their restructuring in July 2004, each DRSC now has 31 members — 21
from Lok Sabha and 10 from Rajya Sabha, to be nominated by Lok Sabha Speaker and
Rajya Sabha chairman, respectively. They are appointed for a Maximum Period of one year
and the committees are Reconstituted Every Year Cutting Across Party lines.

Composition of Financial Committees:


The estimates committee has 30 members, all from the Lok Sabha.



Both the public accounts committee and the committee on public undertakings have 22
members each — 15 elected from the Lok Sabha and seven from the Rajya Sabha.

3.1. POLITY & GOVERNANCE SNIPPETS
1. National Pension System (NPS)
Why in News?


The National Pension System (NPS) will no longer compel investors to convert 40% of
their Accumulated Retirement corpus into an Annuity.

Why Such a Move?


Poor yields on Annuities and high Inflation are Translating into Negative Returns.



Since Annuities are taxable, deducting the tax and factoring in inflation means annuities
are yielding Negative Returns.

National Pension Scheme (NPS)


NPS is a government-sponsored pension scheme. It was launched in January 2004 for
Government Employees.



It was extended to all citizens of Indian on a voluntary basis from May 2009 and to
corporates in December 2011 and to Non-Resident Indians in October 2015.



PFRDA is the statutory authority established by an enactment of the Parliament, to
regulate, promote and ensure orderly growth of the NPS and pension schemes to which
this Act applies.



The scheme allows subscribers to contribute regularly in a pension account during their
working life. On retirement, subscribers can withdraw a part of the
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corpus in a lump sum and use the remaining corpus to buy an annuity to secure a Regular
Income After Retirement.

Who can join NPS?


Any Indian citizen between 18 and 60 years can join NPS.



The only condition is that the person must comply with know your customer (KYC) norms.



An NRI can join NPS. However, the account will be closed if there is a change in the
citizenship status of the NRI. Now, any Indian citizen, resident or non-resident and OCIs
are eligible to join NPS till the age of 65 years.

2. Aahaar Kranti Mission
Why in News?


Recently, the Government has launched 'Aahaar Kranti', a mission dedicated to spread
Awareness about Nutrition.

Highlights:


The initiative ‘Aahaar Kranti’ will focus on addressing the problem of hunger and diseases
in abundance across India and the world.



The initiative will shine a light on the richness and value of India’s traditional diet, the
miracles of local fruits and vegetables, and the healing powers of a balanced diet.



Organisations

Involved:

Pravasi

Bharatiya

Academic

and

Scientific

Sampark

(PRABHASS), Global Indian Scientists and Technocrats’ Forum (GIST), Vijnana Bharati
(Vibha) and Vigyan Prasar (an autonomous body of the Department of Science and
Technology) have come together to launch the mission ‘Aahaar Kranti’.


The motto of the Mission is “Uttam Aahaar- Uttam Vichaar or Good Diet-Good Cognition”.

Advantages:


The United Nations (UN) has also declared 2021 as the International Year of Fruits and
Vegetables, which vibes very well with Aahaar Kranti.



It is in line with the UN sustainable goal 3 that emphasizes human well-being.



It will help in applying the rich knowledge of Ayurveda-based nutrition to practice.



Performance of India on Global Hunger Index 2020



India has been ranked at 94 among 107 countries in the Global Hunger Index (GHI) 2020.



With a score of 27.2, India has a level of hunger that is “serious”.



The Performance on the Indicators are
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 Undernourishment: 14% of India’s population is undernourished (2017-19). It was
16.3% during 2011-13.
 Child Wasting: 17.3% (2015-19), it was 15.1% in 2010-14.
 Child Stunting: 34.7%, it has improved significantly, from 54% in 2000 to less than
35% now.
 Child Mortality: 3.7%, it was 5.2% in 2012.

3. Electronic visa (E-visa)
Why in News?


Recently, the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) has restored electronic visa (e-visa) facility
for foreigners from 156 countries, who intend to visit India for the purposes of business,
conferences, and for medical reasons, including in the case of Medical Attendants.

Highlights:


The e-visa system is an innovation introduced by the government in 2014. The facility was
expanded in 2017-2018. E-visa for tourists is yet to be restored.



The process has its roots in the 2010 Tourist Visa on Arrival (TVOA) scheme for Japan,
Singapore, Finland, Luxembourg and New Zealand.



The government merged the TVOA with Electronic Travel Authorisation, thereby creating
the e-visa. An e-visa also called Electronic Visa is provided in five categories—tourist,
business, conference, medical, and medical attendant.



Under the Arrangement, a Foreigner can Apply Online four days prior to travel.



After the details are verified, an electronic travel authorisation (ETA) is generated, which
has to be presented at the immigration check post on arrival.



Entry through e-visas is allowed only at 28 designated international airports and 5 major
seaports in India. The Ministry of Home Affairs is the nodal ministry that issues visas to
foreigners. The facility is not available for the citizens of Pakistan and they are expected to
apply for regular visas from the Indian High Commission in Islamabad.



E-visas are not valid for foreign diplomats which are dealt separately.
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4. National Climate Vulnerability Assessment Report
Why in News?


Recently, the Department of Science and Technology has released a report titled ‘The
Report Climate Vulnerability Assessment for Adaptation Planning in India Using a
Common Framework’.

Highlights:


It identifies the most vulnerable states and districts in India with respect to current climate
risk and key drivers of vulnerability.



It aids in prioritizing adaptation investment, developing and implementing adaptation
programs. The assessment is unique as it uses a common framework across the states &
union territory to make them comparable thereby empowering the decision-making
capabilities at the policy and administrative levels.



The Highly Vulnerable States identified Jharkhand, Mizoram, Orissa, Chhattisgarh,
Assam, Bihar, Arunachal Pradesh, and West Bengal as states highly vulnerable to climate
change. The Lower-middle Vulnerable States are Himachal Pradesh, Telangana, Sikkim
and Punjab.



The Low Vulnerable States are Uttarakhand, Haryana, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Nagaland, Goa
and Maharashtra.



The Highly Vulnerable Districts are Among all states, Assam, Bihar, and Jharkhand have
over 60% districts in the category of highly vulnerable districts.



Vulnerability scores in all the districts of India lies in a very small range. It shows that all
districts & states are somewhat vulnerable with respect to current climate risk in India.



The assessments can be used for India’s reporting on the Nationally Determined
Contributions (NDCs) under the Paris Agreement.



NDCs embody efforts by each country to reduce national emissions and adapt to the
impacts of climate change.



These assessments will help support India’s National Action Plan on Climate Change.



It will contribute to the development of more targeted climate change projects and will
support the implementation of the State Action Plans on Climate Change.



It will help in developing adaptation projects for the Green Climate Fund, Adaptation Fund
and funds from multilateral and bilateral agencies.
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It will also benefit climate-vulnerable communities across India through development of
better-designed climate change adaptation projects.

5. Kulbhushan Jadhav Case
Why in News?


Recently, Pakistan has urged India to appoint a lawyer to represent death row convict
Kulbhushan Jadhav to implement the verdict of the International Court of Justice (ICJ).

Highlights:


Kulbhushan Jadhavwas sentenced to death by a Pakistani military court on charges of
Espionage and Terrorism in April 2017.



India approached the ICJ against Pakistan for denial of consular access (Vienna
Convention) to Jadhav and challenging the death sentence.



ICJ ruled in July 2019 that Pakistan must undertake an “effective review and
reconsideration” of the conviction and sentence of Jadhav, and also grant consular access
to India without Further Delay. It had asked Pakistan to provide a proper forum for appeal
against the sentence given to Jadhav by the military court.



Effective review and reconsideration is a phrase which is different from ‘review’ as one
understands in a domestic course.



It includes giving consular access and helping Jadav in preparing his defence.



It means that Pakistan has to disclose the charges and also the evidence which it has been
absolutely opaque about uptill now.



Pakistan would also have to disclose the circumstances in which Jadhav’s confession was
extracted by the military.



It implies that Jadhav will have a right to defend whichever forum or court hears his case.

International Court of Justice:


It is a principal judicial organization of the United Nations (UN). It was established in 1945
by a UN Charter and began working in 1946 as the successor to the Permanent Court of
International Justice.



It settles legal disputes between member countries and gives advisory opinions to
authorized UN Organs and Specialized Agencies.



An Indian, Judge Dalveer Bhandari has been a member of the ICJ since April 2012. It is
seated in the Peace Palace of Hague, Netherlands.
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6. Startup India Seed Fund Scheme (SISFS)
Why in News?


The Government has recently launched the Startup India Seed Fund Scheme (SISFS). It
was announced during the ‘Prarambh: StartupIndia International Summit’ which marked
the five-year anniversary of the Startup India initiative.

Highlights:


It aim to provide financial assistance to startups for proof of concept, prototype
development, Product Trials, market Entry, and Commercialization.



It launched by Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) with an
outlay of Rs. 945 Crore.



A startup, recognized by DPIIT, incorporated not more than 2 years ago at the time of
application.



Startups should not have received more than Rs. 10 lakh of monetary support under any
other Central or State Government scheme.



It will support an estimated 3,600 entrepreneurs through 300 incubators in the next 4
years.



An Experts Advisory Committee (EAC), constituted by DPIIT, will be responsible for the
overall execution and monitoring of the Scheme.



Grants of upto Rs. 5 crore will be provided to the eligible incubators selected by the
Committee.



The selected incubators will provide grants of up to Rs. 20 lakh for validation of proof of
concept, or prototype development, or product trials to startups.



Investments of up to Rs. 50 lakh will be provided to the startups for market entry,
commercialization, or scaling up through convertible debentures or debt-linked
instruments.



It will help in creating a robust startup ecosystem in Tier 2 and 3 regions, as the smaller
towns in India are often not provided with Appropriate Funding.



It envisages building a robust Startup ecosystem in the country for nurturing innovation
and providing opportunities to budding entrepreneurs. It was launched in 2016.



The action plan of this initiative focuses on following three areas are Simplification and
Handholding, Funding Support and Incentives, Industry-Academia Partnership and
Incubation.
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7. Codex Committee on Spices and Culinary Herbs (CCSCH)
Why in News?


The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) has recently inaugurated the
fifth session of the Codex Committee on Spices and Culinary Herbs (CCSCH) established
under Codex Alimentarius Commission (CAC).

Highlights:


It was establishment in 2013. To elaborate worldwide standards for spices and culinary
herbs in their dried and dehydrated state in whole, ground, and cracked or crushed form.



To consult, as necessary, with other international organizations in the standards
development process to avoid duplication.



India is the host country and Spices Board India is the Secretariat for organising the
sessions of the committee. Spices Board (Ministry of Commerce and Industry) is the
flagship organization for the development and worldwide promotion of Indian spices.

About the Codex Alimentarius Commission (CAC):


It is an intergovernmental body established jointly by the UN’s Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO) and the World Health Organisation (WHO) in 1963, within the
framework of the Joint Food Standards Programme.



The Secretariat of the CAC is hosted at FAO headquarters in Rome.



It was established to protect the health of consumers and ensure fair practices in the food
trade. It meets in regular session once a year alternating between Geneva and Rome.



Currently, it has 189 Codex Members made up of 188 Member Countries and 1 Member
Organization (The European Union). India is a member.



About Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) :



It is an autonomous statutory body established under the Food Safety and Standards Act,
2006 (FSS Act). It is headquartered in Delhi.



It is Administrated by Ministry of Health & Family Welfare.

8. National Hydrogen Energy Mission (NHEM)
Why in News?


Currently, India consumes around 5.5 million tonnes of hydrogen, primarily produced
from Imported Fossil Fuels. In 2030, According to an analysis by the Council on Energy,
Environment and Water (CEEW), Green Hydrogen demand could be up to 1 million
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tonnes in India across application in sectors such as ammonia, steel, methanol, transport
and energy storage.

Challenges:


First, decentralised hydrogen production must be promoted through open access of
renewable power to an electrolyser (which splits water to form H2 and O2 using
electricity).



Currently, most renewable energy resources that can produce low-cost electricity are
situated far from potential demand centres. If hydrogen were to be shipped, it would
significantly erode the economics of it.



A more viable option would be wheeling electricity directly from the solar plant.



Second, we need mechanisms to ensure access to round-the-clock renewable power for
Decentralised Hydrogen Production.



Therefore, as we scale up to the target of having 450 GW of renewable energy by 2030,
aligning hydrogen production needs with broader electricity demand in the economy
would be Critical.



Third, we must take steps to blend green hydrogen in existing processes, especially in the
Industrial Sector.



Improving the reliability of hydrogen supply by augmenting green hydrogen with
conventionally produced hydrogen will significantly improve the economics of the fuel.



This will also help build a technical understanding of the processes involved in handling
hydrogen on a Large Scale.



Fourth, policymakers must facilitate investments in early-stage piloting and the research
and Development needed to advance the technology for use in India.



The growing interest in hydrogen is triggered by the anticipated steep decline in
Electrolyser Costs. India should not be a mere witness to this. Public funding will have to
lead the way, but the private sector, too, has significant gains to be made by securing its
energy future.



Finally, India must learn from the experience of the National Solar Mission and focus on
Domestic Manufacturing. Establishing an end-to-end electrolyser manufacturing facility
would require measures extending beyond the existing performance-linked Incentive
Programme. India needs to secure supplies of raw materials that are needed for this
technology.
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Further, major institutions like the DRDO, BARC and CSIR laboratories have been
developing electrolyser and fuel-cell technologies.



There is a need for a manufacturing strategy that can leverage the existing strengths and
mitigate threats by Integrating with the global value chain.

9. Atal Innovation Mission (AIM)
Why in News?


The Atal Innovation Mission (AIM), NITI Aayog has recently launched AIM-PRIME
(Program for Researchers on Innovations, Market-Readiness & Entrepreneurship).

Highlights:


AIM is Government of India’s flagship initiative to promote a culture of innovation and
Entrepreneurship in the Country.



To develop new programmes and policies for fostering innovation in different sectors of
the economy, provide platform and collaboration opportunities for different stakeholders,
create awareness and create an umbrella structure to oversee the innovation ecosystem of
the Country.



AIM’s initiatives have played an important contributory role in the advancement of India
from a position of 81 in the Global Innovation Index in 2015 to a position of 48 in 2020.



Promoting science based, deep technology ideas to market through training and guidance
over a period of 12 months.



Deep technology is based on tangible engineering innovation or scientific advances and
discoveries. Deep Tech is often set apart by its profound enabling power, the
differentiation it can create, and its potential to catalyse change. The Science-based,
knowledge-intensive, deep technology entrepreneurship.



It

has collaborated with Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) to launch this

nationwide programme which will be implemented by Venture Centre - a non-profit
technology business incubator hosted by Council Of Scientific And Industrial Research–
National Chemical Laboratory (CSIR-NCL).


Technology

developers

(early-stage

deep

tech

start-ups,

and

scientists/

engineers/clinicians) with strong science-based deep tech business ideas.


Chief Executive Officers and Senior incubation managers of AIM Funded Atal Incubation
Centers that are supporting deep tech entrepreneurs.
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The Candidates selected for the programme will get access to in-depth learning via a
comprehensive lecture series, live team projects, exercises, and project-specific mentoring.



They will also have access to a deep tech start-up playbook, curated video library, and
plenty of peer-to-peer learning Opportunities.

10. Madhu Kranti Portal & Honey Corners
Why in News?


The Union Minister for Agriculture and Farmers' Welfare has recently launched “Madhu
Kranti Portal & Honey Corners.

Highlights:


It is an initiative of National Bee Board (NBB), Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers
Welfare under National Beekeeping & Honey Mission (NBHM).



This portal is being developed for online registration to achieve a traceability source of
Honey and other beehive products on a digital platform.



The platform will help in checking the quality and source of adulteration of honey.



The portal will help in increasing income of the farmers, boost exports and increase
Employment Generation. The portal will hold the database of all the stakeholders involved
in honey production, marketing chains, hive Production and Sales.



It will increase the reach of honey to International Markets.



Honey Corners are special spaces for the marketing and sale of honey.



It is operated by National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation of India Ltd
(NAFED). National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation of India Ltd.



It is registered under the Multi State Cooperative Societies Act.



It was set up in 1958 with the objective to promote cooperative marketing of Agricultural
Produce to benefit the farmers.

11. Blue Flag Beaches
Why in News?


Odisha government’s plan to get Blue Flag Certification for five
beaches was recently opposed by the fishermen. Odisha planned to
develop five more beaches in three districts to meet International
Standards after receiving the certification for Puri’s Golden Beach in
2020.
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Highlights:


The Proposed land for the Certification is used by the fishermen to anchor their boats.
They want a permanent sea mouth to anchor the fishing boats, Protection of livelihood
should be ensured and protected and Reopening of a new fishing jetty.



Blue Flag beaches are considered the cleanest beaches of the world. It is one of the world’s
most recognised voluntary eco-labels awarded to beaches, marinas, and sustainable
boating tourism operators.



In order to qualify for the Blue Flag, a series of stringent environmental, educational,
safety, and accessibility criteria must be met and maintained.



There are around 33 criteria that are to be met to qualify for a Blue Flag certification,



Such as the water Meeting certain quality standards, having waste disposal facilities, being
disabled- friendly, having first aid equipment, and no access to pets in the main areas of
the beach. Some criteria are voluntary and some compulsory.



The Blue Flag Programme for beaches and marinas is run by the international, nongovernmental, non-profit organisation FEE (the Foundation for Environmental
Education).



FEE (the Foundation for Environmental Education) was established in France in 1985.



On the lines of Blue Flag certification, India has also launched its own eco-label BEAMS
(Beach Environment & Aesthetics Management Services).

12. Excercise VARUNA
Why in News?


The 19th edition of the Indian and French Navy bilateral exercise ‘VARUNA-2021’ is
scheduled to be conducted in the Arabian Sea from 25th to 27th April 2021.



The exercise will see high tempo-naval operations at sea, including advanced air defence
and anti-submarine exercises, intense fixed and rotary wing flying operations, tactical
manoeuvres, surface and anti-air weapon firings, underway replenishment and other
Maritime Security Operations.



Units of both navies will endeavour to enhance and hone their war-fighting skills to
demonstrate their ability as an integrated force to promote peace, security and stability in
the maritime domain.
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On completion of exercise VARUNA-21, to consolidate accrued best practices and enhance
interoperability, Indian Navy’s guided-missile frigate INS Tarkash will continue to exercise
with the French Navy’s Carrier Strike Group (CSG) from 28th April to 1st May 2021.



During this period, the ship will take part in advanced surface, anti-submarine and airdefence operations with the French CSG.

Significance of Exercise:


VARUNA-21 highlights growing bonhomie and showcases increased levels of synergy,
coordination and inter-operability between the two Friendly Navies.



These Interactions further underscore the shared values as partner navies, in ensuring
Freedom of seas and commitment to an open, inclusive Indo-Pacific and a rules-based
International Order.

13. PowerGrid Infrastructure Investment Trust (PGInvIT)
Why in News?


The Power Grid Corporation of India (PGCIL) has recently launched its Infrastructure
Investment Trust (InvIT) - PowerGrid Infrastructure Investment Trust (PGInvIT).

Highlights:


This is the first time a state-owned entity (PGCIL) is monetizing its infrastructure assets
through the InvIT route.



This will be only the third InvIT to be listed in the Indian markets, after IRB InvIT and
India Grid Trust, both of which went public in 2017.



The InvIT route was proposed by the Centre as an alternative fundraising route for staterun companies to manage funding requirements without having to depend on government
support.

Power Grid:


It is a public limited company under the administrative control of the Ministry of Power.



It is the largest power transmission company in India.



It started its commercial operation in the year 1992-93 and is today, a Maharatna
company.

About Infrastructure Investment Trust (InvIT):


It is a collective investment scheme similar to a mutual fund, which enables direct
investment of money from individual and institutional investors in infrastructure projects
to earn a small portion of the income as return.
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InvITs can be treated as the modified version of REITs (real estate investment trusts)
designed to suit the specific circumstances of the infrastructure sector.



It is created to hold income-generating and operational infrastructure assets such as roads,
power transmission lines, gas pipelines, etc.



These assets have long-term contracts with strong counterparties that provide a steady
cash flow over the long term – typically 15-20 years.



The InvITs are regulated by the SEBI (Infrastructure Investment Trusts) Regulations,
2014.

14. Project DANTAK
Why in News?


The Project DANTAK which is one of the oldest Projects of the Border Roads Organisation
(BRO) has recently commemorated its Diamond Jubilee in Bhutan. Over 1,200 DANTAK
personnel laid down their lives while constructing important infrastructure in Bhutan.

Highlights:


The Project DANTAK was established on 24th April1961. It was tasked to construct the
pioneering motorable roads.



It was a result of the visionary leadership of the third King of Bhutan and then Prime
Minister of India Jawahar Lal Nehru.



Over the years, the Project has completed approximately 1600 km of blacktopped roads
and 120 km of tracks in Bhutan with 5000 meters of bridges over them.



The medical and education facilities established by DANTAK in far flung areas were often
the first in those locations. The food outlets along the road introduced the Bhutanese to
Indian delicacies and developed a sweet tooth in them.

Indo-Bhutan Treaty of Peace and Friendship, 1949:


The Treaty provides for, among other things, perpetual peace and friendship, free trade
and commerce and equal justice to each other’s citizens.



In 2007, the treaty was re-negotiated, and provisions were included to encourage Bhutan’s
sovereignty, abolishing the need to take India’s guidance on foreign policy.



Both of them share multilateral forums such as South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC), BBIN (Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, and Nepal), BIMSTEC (Bay of
Bengal Initiative for Multi Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation) etc.
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Mutually beneficial hydro-power cooperation with Bhutan forms the core of bilateral
Economic Cooperation.



The 720 MW Mangdechhu was commissioned in August 2019. HEPs namely, 1200 MW
Punatsangchhu-I, 1020 MW Punatsangchhu-II and Kholongchhu HEP (600 MWs) are
under various stages of implementation. India is Bhutan's largest trading partner.

Border Roads Organisation


It was conceived and raised in 1960 by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru for coordinating the
speedy development of a network of roads in the North and the North Eastern border
Regions of the Country.



It works under the administrative control of the Ministry of Defence.



It has diversified into a large spectrum of construction and development works comprising
airfields, building projects, defence works and tunneling and has endeared itself to the
people.

15. Centre Notifies GNCT Act that Gives More Powers to Delhi L-G
GNCT Act comes into effect:


The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) issued a gazette notification stating that the
provisions of the Government of National Capital Territory (GNCT) of Delhi (Amendment)
Act, 2021, would be deemed to have come into effect from April 27.



The Act defines the responsibilities of the elected government and the L-G along with the
“constitutional scheme of governance of the NCT” interpreted by the Supreme Court in
Recent Judgements regarding the division of powers between the two entities.

What the Amendment seeks to achieve:


The Act will clarify the expression Government and address ambiguities in legislative
Provisions.



It will also seek to ensure that the L-G is “necessarily granted an opportunity” to exercise
powers entrusted to him under proviso to clause (4) of Article 239AA of the Constitution.



Clause (4) of Article 239AA provides for a Council of Ministers headed by a Chief Minister
for the NCT to “aid and advise the Lieutenant Governor” in the exercise of his functions for
matters in which the Legislative Assembly has the power to make laws.



Now Act will also provide for rules made by the Legislative Assembly of Delhi to be
“consistent with the rules of the House of the People” or the Lok Sabha.
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16. Joint Logistics Node (JLN)
Why in News?


Recently, the Chief of Defence Staff General Bipin Rawat has operationalised the third
Joint Logistics Node (JLN) in Mumbai.

Highlights:


These JLNs will provide integrated logistics cover to the Armed Forces for their small arms
ammunition, rations, fuel, general stores, civil hired transport, aviation clothing, spares
and also engineering support in an effort to synergise their Operational Efforts.



It would accrue advantages in terms of saving of manpower, economical utilisation of
resources, besides Financial Savings.



This is the precursor to the joint logistics command which is being planned and is
imperative for the optimisation of the combat potential of integrated theatres.



One of the means to achieve jointness is through the setting up of integrated theatre
commands for the best use of military resources to fight future battles.



The Andaman and Nicobar Command (ANC) is a theatre command, which is headed by
the chiefs of the three services in rotation.



It was created in 2001 to safeguard India's strategic interests in Southeast Asia and the
Strait of Malacca by increasing rapid deployment of military assets in the islands.



The Strategic Forces Command was established in 2006 and is a functional tri-services
command. It looks after the delivery and operational control of the country’s nuclear
assets.

About Chief of Defence Staff:


He is in the rank of a four-star General with salary and benefits equivalent to a Service
Chief.



The retirement age for the CDS is 65 years, which is three years more than the retirement
age of the three service chiefs.



The creation of a CDS was suggested by the Kargil Review Committee (KRC) in February
2000.



Fundamentally, the CDS will perform Two Roles:
 It will act as the principal military adviser to the defence minister on tri-Services issues.
 It will lead the Department of Military Affairs (DoMA) dealing with the three services.
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17. Making Social Welfare Universal
Why in News?


The article highlights the need for universal social protection scheme in India and suggests
a way to achieve it. Need for universal social security.



The pandemic has revealed that leveraging our existing schemes and providing universal
social security is of Utmost Importance.



This will help absorb the impact of external shocks on our vulnerable populations.



The country has over 500 direct benefit transfer schemes for which various Central, State,
and Line departments are responsible.



However, these schemes have not reached those in need.

Lessons from Poor Law System in Ireland:


An example of a universal social protection scheme is the Poor Law System in Ireland.



In the 19th century, to deal with poverty and famine, Ireland introduced the Poor Law
System to provide relief that was financed by local property taxes.



These laws were notable for not only providing timely assistance but maintaining the
dignity and respectability of the poor while doing so.



They were not designed as hand-outs but as necessary responses to a time of economic
crisis.



Today, the social welfare system in Ireland has evolved into a four-fold apparatus that
promises

social

insurance,

social

assistance,

universal

schemes,

and

extra

benefits/supplements.


Issues with the existing social protection schemes in India



Existing schemes in India cover a wide variety of social protections.



However, they are fractionalised across various departments and sub-schemes.



This causes problems beginning with data collection to last-mile delivery.

How Universal System Would help:


Having a universal system would improve the ease of application by consolidating the data
of all eligible beneficiaries under one database.



It can also Reduce Exclusion Errors.



The Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Yojana (PMGKY) is one scheme that can be
strengthened into universal Social Security.
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It already consolidates the public distribution system (PDS), the provision of gas cylinders,
and wages for the MGNREGS.



Generally, social assistance schemes are provided on the basis of an assessment of needs.



Having a universal scheme would take away this access/exclusion barrier.



For example, PDS can be linked to a universal identification card such as the Aadhaar or
voter card, in the absence of a Ration Card.



This would allow anyone who is in need of foodgrains to access these schemes.



It would be especially useful for migrant populations.



Making other schemes/welfare provisions like education, maternity benefits, disability
benefits etc. also universal would ensure a better standard of living for the people.



To ensure some of these issues are addressed, we need to map the State and Central
Schemes in a Consolidated Manner.



This is to avoid duplication, inclusion and exclusion errors in welfare delivery.



The implementation of any of these ideas is only possible through a focus on data
digitisation,

data-driven

decision-making

and

collaboration

across

Government

Departments.
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4. SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
1. Sulphur Dioxide Emissions from Caribbean Volcano
Why in News?


The Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) emissions from a volcanic eruption in the Caribbean (La
Soufriere Volcano) have reached India, sparking fear of increased pollution levels in the
northern parts of the country and Acid Rain.

Where is Caribbean?


The Caribbean is the region roughly south of the United States, east of Mexico and north of
Central and South America, consisting of the Caribbean Sea and its islands.

About La Soufriere Volcano:


It is an active stratovolcano on the Caribbean island of Saint Vincent in Saint Vincent and
the Grenadines.



A stratovolcano is a tall, conical volcano composed of one layer of hardened lava, tephra,
and volcanic ash. These volcanoes are characterized by a steep profile and periodic,
explosive eruptions.



Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, located in the southern Caribbean, consists of more
than 30 islands and cays, nine of which are inhabited.



It is the highest peak in Saint Vincent and has had five recorded explosive eruptions since
1718, most recently in April 2021.



The last time the volcano had erupted was in 1979.

Impact of the Eruption on Global Temperatures:


Volcanic Emissions reaching the stratosphere can have a cooling effect on global
Temperatures.
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The most significant climate impacts from volcanic injections into the stratosphere come
from the conversion of sulphur dioxide to sulphuric acid, which condenses rapidly in the
stratosphere to form fine Sulphate Aerosols. The aerosols increase the reflection of
radiation from the Sun back into space, cooling the Earth’s lower atmosphere or
troposphere. Bigger eruptions during the past century have caused a decrease in
temperature of 0.27 degree Celsius or more on the Earth’s surface for up to three years.

Sulphur Dioxide and Pollution:


SO2 emissions that lead to high concentrations of SO2 in the air generally also lead to the
formation of other sulfur oxides (SOx). SOx can react with other compounds in the
atmosphere to form small particles. These particles contribute to Particulate Matter (PM)
pollution. Small particles may penetrate deeply into the lungs and in sufficient quantities
can contribute to Health Problems.

Sulphur Dioxide and Acid Rain:


Acid rain results when sulphur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOX) are emitted into
the atmosphere and transported by wind and air currents.



The SO2 and NOX react with water, oxygen and other chemicals to form Sulfuric and nitric
acids. These then mix with water and other materials before Falling to the Ground.

4.1. SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY SNIPPETS
1. Narrow-Line Seyfert 1 (NLS1)
Why in News?


Astronomers have recenty discovered a new active galaxy called Narrow-Line Seyfert 1
(NLS1) which has been Identified as the Farthest Gamma-Ray Emitting Galaxy.

Highlights:


Scientists from Aryabhatta Research Institute of Observational Sciences (ARIES) in
collaboration with researchers from other institutions, studied around 25,000 luminous
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS).



AGN are the most powerful, long-lived objects and steady sources of luminosity in the
Universe. The emission is spread widely across the electromagnetic spectrum, often
peaking in the Ultra-Violet , but with significant luminosity in the x-ray and infrared
bands. SDSS is a major multi-spectral imaging and spectroscopic redshift survey using a
dedicated 2.5-m wide-angle optical telescope at Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico,
United States.
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It has created the most detailed three-dimensional maps of the Universe ever made, with
deep multi-color images of one third of the sky, and spectra for more than three million
astronomical objects.



They found a unique object that emits high-energy gamma rays located at a high redshift
(more than 1).It was identified as a gamma-ray emitting NLS1 galaxy, which is a rare entity
in space. The new gamma-ray emitting NLS1 was formed when the Universe was only
about 4.7 billion years old as compared to its current age of about 13.8 billion years.

Redshift:


It is the displacement of spectral lines towards longer wavelengths (the red end of the
spectrum) in radiation from distant galaxies and celestial objects. It reveals how an object
is moving in space and enables astronomers to discover otherwise-invisible planets and the
movements of galaxies, and to uncover the beginnings of our universe.

Significance:


Astronomers use redshifts to measure how the universe is expanding, and thus to
determine the distance to our universe’s most distant (and therefore oldest) objects.

2. Lithium Ion Battery
Why in News?


Recently, Researchers from IIT Guwahati have developed a technique to improve the
performance of rechargeable lithium-ion batteries, which power most of the portable
Devices Used Today.

Highlights:


The SOC reflects the remaining capacity of the battery, that is how much more charge can
be withdrawn from the battery before it gets fully discharged.



The knowledge of remaining capacity helps to optimize battery’s capacity utilization,
prevent overcharging and undercharging of the battery, increases its lifespan, reduces cost,
and ensures safety of the battery and its surroundings.



To improve a battery’s lifespan and optimize its capacity, it is important to predict its
various states accurately. One of these states is the SOC, which has so far been difficult to
Estimate.



Through their work, the researchers have proposed an approach that avoids
Overestimation and therefore helps in taking Accurate Measurements.
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Li-ion batteries provide portable electricity, powering electronic gadgets such as mobile
Phones, Laptops and Tablets.



Today, most Electrical Vehicles (EV) use Li-ion batteries as well, but are slowly reaching
their theoretical limits of being able to provide roughly up to 300-watt hour per kilogram
of Energy.



These batteries can also be used to store solar and wind power, which means that with
their widespread use it may even be possible to live in a Fuel Free Society.

Disadvantage:


Some of the disadvantages of Li-ion batteries include their susceptibility to overheating
and their being prone to damage at high voltages.



Since they are made with flammable and Combustible Materials.



Such batteries also start losing their capacity over time—for instance, a laptop battery in
use for a few years does Not Function as well as a new one.

3. Sputnik V Vaccine
Why in News?


Sputnik V, the vaccine against Covid-19 developed by Russia, has recently been cleared for
emergency use by the Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI).

Highlights:


The Sputnik V vaccine has been developed by Gamaleya National Research Institute of
Epidemiology and Microbiology in Moscow.



It uses two different viruses that cause the common cold (adenovirus) in humans.



It is now the third coronavirus vaccine to get emergency use approval, after Covishield
(Serum Institute of India) and Covaxin (Bharat Biotech).



The adenoviruses are weakened so they cannot replicate in humans and cannot cause
disease. They are also modified so that the vaccine delivers a code for making the
coronavirus spike protein. This aims to ensure that when the real virus tries to infect the
body, it can mount an immune response in the form of antibodies.



It uses a different vector for each of the two shots in a course of vaccination. This provides
immunity with a longer duration than vaccines using the same delivery mechanism for
both shots. The two shots are given 21 days apart. Sputnik V is to be stored at -18°C in its
liquid form. However, in its freeze-dried form, it can be stored at 2-8°C, in a conventional
refrigerator without any need to invest in additional cold-chain infrastructure.
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The Phase 3 trials conducted in Russia, with the results published in The Lancet, have
found it has an efficacy of 91.6%.



In India, Dr Reddy’s conducted a bridging study after which it applied for emergency use
Approval. Trial participants were given the first dose (rAd26-) followed by a booster dose
(rAd5-S) 21 days later.

Adenoviruses:


These are DNA viruses ranging from 70-90 nanometre in size, which induce many
illnesses in humans like cold, Respiratory Infection etc.



Adenoviruses are preferred for vaccines because their DNA is double stranded which
makes them genetically more stable and the chances of them changing after injection are
lower. Rabies Vaccine is an Adenovirus Vaccine.



Adenovirus vaccines are a type of viral vector vaccine.



In this vaccine, adenovirus is used as a tool to deliver Genes or Vaccine Antigens to the
target Host Tissue.

4. National Internet Exchange of India (NIXI)
Why in News?


The Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology (MeitY) has inaugurated three
path-breaking initiatives for the National Internet Exchange of India (NIXI).

What is NIXI?


National Internet Exchange of India (NIXI) is a not-for-profit organization (section 8 of
the Companies Act 2013) working since 2003 for spreading the internet infrastructure to
the citizens of India through the following activities:



Internet Exchanges through which the internet data is exchanged amongst ISP’s, Data
Centers and CDNs.



.IN Registry, managing and Operation of .IN country-code domain and .भारत IDN domain
for India.



IRINN, managing and Operating Internet protocol (IPv4/IPv6).

Which are the three new initiatives?


IPv6 Expert Panel (IP Guru) (https://nixi.in):
 IP Guru is a group to extend support to all the Indian entities who are finding it
technically challenging to migrate and adopt IPv6.
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 In addition to this, the IPv6 expert group will help in identifying & hiring an agency
that will help end customer by providing necessary technical support to adopt IPv6.
 This panel will guide all such Indian entities and help in increasing IPv6 adoption.
 Note: An Internet Protocol (IP) address is a numerical label assigned to each device
connected to a computer network that uses the Internet Protocol for communication.
 An IP address serves two main functions: host or network interface identification and
location addressing.


NIXI Academy (https://training.nixi.in):
 NIXI Academy is created to educate technical/non-technical people in India to learn
and relearn technologies like IPv6 which are normally not taught in Educational
Institutes.
 NIXI academy comprises an IPv6 training portal which is developed with the help of
various technical experts in order to provide mass training to the community.
 The easy-to-use platform helps network operators and educators understand
networking best practices, principles and techniques; Manage Internet resources
better; and use appropriate Internet technologies more effectively.



NIXI-IP-INDEX (https://ipv6.nixi.in):
 NIXI has developed an IPv6 index portal for the Internet community.
 NIXI-IP-INDEX portal will showcase the IPv6 adoption rate in India and across the
world. It can be used to compare the IPv6 Indian adoption rate with other economies in
the world.
 NIXI will populate this portal with web adoption in IPv6, IPv6 traffic etc. in the coming
days.
 This portal will motivate organisations to adopt IPv6, provide inputs for planning by
technical organisations and research by academicians.

5. Multisystem Inflammatory Syndrome in Children (MIS-C)
Why in News?


The Doctors in the United States have recently reported neurological symptoms in children
with Multisystem Inflammatory Syndrome in Children (MIS-C).

Highlights:


MIS-C is a rare but severe hyperinflammatory condition in children and adolescents that
typically occurs 2-6 weeks after a Covid-19 infection.
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It is a potentially deadly condition where different body parts can become inflamed,
including the heart, lungs, kidneys, brain, skin, eyes, or gastrointestinal organs.



The Children with MIS-C may have a fever and various symptoms, including abdominal
(gut) pain, vomiting, diarrhea, neck pain, rash, bloodshot eyes, or feeling extra tired.



In a recent study, young people with the MIS-C syndrome have shown neurological issues
which were life-threatening such as strokes or severe encephalopathy (any brain disease
that alters brain function or structure).



Neurological symptoms include hallucinations, confusion, speech impairments, and
problems with balance and coordination. The new Findings Strengthen the theory that the
syndrome is related to a surge of inflammation triggered by an immune response to the
virus. It involves symptonic relief such as supportive care or use of various medicines to
treat inflammation.

6. Whitest Paint
Why in News?


Engineers in the US have created what they are calling the whitest paint yet.

What is the Whitest Paint?


The researchers created an ultra-white paint pushing the limits of how white paint can be.



This older formulation was made of calcium carbonate, while the new one is made up of
barium sulphate, which makes it more white.



The newer paint is whiter and keeps the surface areas it is painted on cooler than the
formulation before this could.



If this new paint was used to cover a roof area of 1,000 square feet, it may be able to get a
cooling power of 10 Kilowatts.



Most ovens use up about 2.3 kilowatts to run for an hour and a 3 ton 12 Seasonal Energy
Efficiency Ratio (SEER) air conditioner uses up about 3 kilowatts to run for an hour.



The researchers have claimed that this paint may be the closest equivalent to the blackest
black paint called “Vantablack” which is able to absorb up to 99.9 per cent of visible light.



What determines if a colour absorbs or reflects light?



To understand how this works one needs to note that whenever an object is seen by the
eye, it is either because of sunlight or the artificial light in the room.
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This light is made up of seven different colours (Violet, Indigo, Blue, Green, Yellow,
Orange and Red or VIBGYOR).



Specifically, light is made up of wavelengths of different colours.



If an individual is looking at a sofa that is green, this is because the fabric or material it is
made up of is able to absorb all the colours except green.



This means that the molecules of the fabric reflect the green coloured wavelengths, which
is what the Eye Sees.



Therefore, the colour of any object or thing is determined by the wavelength the molecules
are not able to absorb. What determines which wavelength of light will be reflected and
absorbed?



This is dependent on how electrons are arranged in an atom (the building block of life, an
atom is made up of electrons, protons and neutrons.



These three particles make up everything in the known universe from mountains, planets,
humans to pizza and cake). In contrast, if an object is black, it is because it has absorbed all
the wavelengths and therefore no light is reflected from them.



This is the reason that darker objects, as a result absorbing all wavelengths tend to heat up
faster (during absorption the light energy is converted into heat energy).



So, what makes the paint so white?



There are Two Features:
 One is the paint’s high concentration of a chemical compound called barium sulfate,
which is also used to make photo paper and cosmetics white.
 The second feature is that the team has used different sized particles of this chemical
compound, which means different sizes scatter different amounts of light.
 In this way, the varying size of particles of the compound makes sure that the paint can
scatter more of the light spectrum from the sun.
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7. Dhruv Mk III
Why in News?


Indian Naval Air Squadron (INAS) 323, the
first unit of the indigenously built ALH
(Advanced Light Helicopter) Dhruv Mk III
aircraft, was recently commissioned into the
Indian Navy.

Highlights:


The indigenously designed and developed
Advanced Light Helicopter (ALH-DHRUV) is a twin engine, multi-role, multi-mission new
generation helicopter in the 5.5 ton weight class.



It is a multi-role chopper with the Shakti engine manufactured by Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL).



HAL is an Indian state-owned aerospace and defence company, headquartered in
Bangalore, India. It is governed under the management of the Ministry of Defence.



HAL conceptualised the Advanced Light Helicopter programme in 1984. The major
variants of Dhruv are classified as Dhruv Mk-I, Mk-II, Mk-III & Mk-IV.



The aircraft, a step up from Mk 1, will be able to mitigate low visibility during search and
rescue operations even at night.



It has a 0.7 mm gun, which will give a huge capability from a LIMO (low intensity
maritime operations) standpoint.



The automatic flight control system is hugely superior to the previous one.



The Mk III version of the ALH has an all glass cockpit and will be used for search and
rescue, special operations and coastal surveillance.

8. Ingenuity Mars Helicopter
Why in News?


NASA's miniature robot helicopter Ingenuity has recently
performed a successful takeoff and landing on Mars. It was
the first powered, controlled flight on another planet. The
first powered flight on Earth was achieved by the Wright
brothers in 1903 in Kitty Hawk, North Carolina.
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Highlight:


Ingenuity is the first helicopter to fly on Mars. It was carried by NASA’s rover called
Perseverance that was launched in July 2020.



Ingenuity is able to fly using counter-rotating blades that spin at about 2,400 rpm
(Rotations Per Minute).



It has a wireless communication system, and is equipped with computers, navigation
sensors, and two cameras. It is solar-powered, able to charge on its own.



The helicopter’s mission is experimental in nature and completely independent of the
rover’s science mission.



It will help collect samples from the surface from locations where the rover cannot reach.



Its performance during these experimental test flights will help inform decisions about
small helicopters for future Mars missions — where they can perform a support role as
robotic scouts, surveying terrain from above, or as full standalone science craft carrying
Instrument Payloads.

NASA’s Perseverance Rover:


Perseverance landed at the Jezero Crater (an ancient river delta that has rocks and
minerals that could only form in water) of Mars in February 2021.



It will remain on the Red Planet for about two years and look for finding past signs of life.



The rover is designed to study signs of ancient life, collect samples that might be sent back
to Earth during future missions and test new technology that might benefit future robotic
and human missions to the planet.



India’s Mars Orbiter Mission (MOM) or Mangalyaan:



It was launched from the Satish Dhawan Space Centre in Andhra Pradesh by Indian Space
Research Organisation in November 2013.



It was launched on board a PSLV C-25 rocket with aim of studying Martian surface and
mineral composition as well as scan its atmosphere for methane (an indicator of life on
Mars).
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9. Crew-2 Mission
Why in News?


Recently,

Four

astronauts

were

launched

to

the

International Space Station (ISS) from Florida as part of a
collaboration between NASA and SpaceX under the
Commercial Crew Program. The mission is called Crew-2.

Highlight:


NASA's Commercial Crew Program is a partnership between NASA and private industry to
carry astronauts to and from the International Space Station.



Unlike previous human spaceflight programs, NASA is a customer buying flights from
commercial providers. The agency does not own or operate the spacecraft.



The program is helping to lower the cost of spaceflight and potentially create a new
commercial market for humans in space.



By encouraging private companies to provide crew transportation services to and from
low-Earth orbit, NASA can focus on building spacecraft and rockets meant for deep space
exploration missions.



Boeing and SpaceX were selected by NASA in September 2014 to develop transportation
systems meant to transfer crew from the US to the ISS.

NASA’s Partnership with SpaceX:


The NASA’s SpaceX Demo-2 test flight lifted off for the ISS carrying two astronauts.



The aim of this test flight was to see if SpaceX capsules could be used on a regular basis to
ferry astronauts to and from the ISS.



Demo-2 was followed by the Crew-1 mission in November, which was the first of six
crewed missions between NASA and SpaceX marking the beginning of a new era for space
travel. Crew-1 was the first operational flight of the SpaceX Crew Dragon spacecraft on a
Falcon 9 rocket to the ISS.



Crew-1 team members joined members of Expedition 64 and conducted microgravity
studies at the ISS.

About the Crew-2 Mission:


It is the second crew rotation of the SpaceX Crew Dragon and the first with international
partners. Out of the four astronauts, two are from NASA and two are from the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) and the European Space Agency (ESA).
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Crew-2 Astronauts will join the members of Expedition 65 (65th long duration expedition
to the International Space Station). They will stay aboard the ISS for six months during
which time they will conduct science experiments in low-Earth orbit. Their central focus
during this time will be to continue a series of Tissue Chips in Space studies.

10. Harlequin Ichthyosis
Why in News?


Odisha reported its first-ever case of a baby born with Harlequin Ichthyosis, a Rare
Genetic Skin Condition.

Highlights:


Harlequin Ichthyosis is a rare genetic skin disorder to a newborn infant.



It’s a type of ichthyosis, which refers to a group of disorders that cause persistently dry,
scaly skin all over the body. It is inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern.



India’s first recorded case of a baby born with harlequin ichthyosis was in 2016, at a
private hospital in Nagpur, Maharashtra.



It can be caused by changes (mutations) in the ABCA12 gene.



ABCA12 Gene gives instructions for making a protein that is necessary for skin cells to
develop normally. It plays a key role in the transport of fats (lipids) to the most superficial
layer of the skin (epidermis), creating an effective skin barrier.



When this gene is mutated, the skin barrier is disrupted.



Newborn infants are covered with plates of thick skin that crack and split apart and can
restrict breathing and eating.



Premature birth is typical, leaving the infants at risk for complications from early delivery.



It affects males and females in equal numbers. It affects approximately one in 5,00,000
persons. There are around 250 such cases across the world.



A Newborn with Harlequin ichthyosis requires neonatal intensive care, which may include
spending time in a heated incubator with high humidity.

11. Making Oxygen
Why in News?


NASA has extracted oxygen from the carbon dioxide present in the thin Martian
atmosphere.



The Martian atmosphere is about 95% carbon dioxide.
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Highlights:


The unprecedented extraction of oxygen on Mars, marking the first extraction of a natural
resource from the environment of another planet, was achieved by a device called MOXIE
aboard Perseverance rover of NASA.



MOXIE is short for Mars Oxygen In-Situ Resource Utilization Experiment.



The device extracted carbon dioxide from the atmosphere on Mars and then
electrochemically split oxygen atoms from carbon dioxide molecules. The conversion
process requires high levels of heat to reach a temperature of approximately 1,470 degrees
Fahrenheit (800 Celsius).



The device was able to produce about 5 grams of oxygen, equivalent to roughly 10 minutes’
worth of breathing for an Astronaut.

Significance:


This breakthrough could allow for longer human stays on future manned missions to mars.



It would also enable the space agencies to design lighter launch vehicles with lower
payload capacities given that future missions could prepare the required oxygen for the
return Journey in Situ on Mars.

12. Classical Swine Fever (CSF) & Sheep Pox Vaccines
Why in News?


Recently, the ICAR-Indian Veterinary Research Institute (IVRI) has transferred the
technology for Classical Swine Fever (CSF) & Sheep Pox Vaccines to an animal healthcare
company Hester Biosciences.

Highlight:


The Technology was transferred through state-owned Agrinnovate India (AgIn), which
aims to work on the strengths of theIndian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR).



AgIn promotes the development and spread of R&D outcomes through IPR (Intellectual
Property Right) protection, commercialization and forging partnerships both in the
country and outside for the public benefit.

About Classical Swine Fever (CSF):


It is also known as hog cholera, is an important disease of pigs. It is one of the most
economically-damaging Pandemic viral diseases of pigs in the World.
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It is caused by a virus of the genus Pestivirus of the family Flaviviridae, which is closely
related to the viruses that cause bovine viral diarrhoea in cattle and border disease in
sheep. The Mortality is 100%.

About the Vaccine Developed in India:


In India, the disease is controlled by a lapinized CSF vaccine (Weybridge Strain, UK)
produced by killing large numbers of rabbits.



Lapinization means serial passage of a virus or vaccine through rabbits to modify its
characteristics. To avoid this, the ICAR-IVRI developed a Cell Culture CSF Vaccine (live
attenuated) using the Lapinized Vaccine Virus from foreign strain.



The new vaccine has been found to induce protective immunity from day 14 of the
Vaccination till 18 Months.

Sheep Pox:


It is a severe viral disease in Sheep and its virus is closely related to the Goat
(Capripoxviruses).



The virus is also related to the virus of lumpy skin disease.



The disease is very serious, often fatal, characterized by widespread skin eruption.



It is confined to parts of Southeastern Europe, Africa, and Asia.

13. DRDO Develops Crystal Blades for Aero Engines
Why in News?


The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has developed single
Crystal Blade Technology.

Grain Boundary:


During the normal casting of metal components, the metal while solidifying forms grains.
Each grain has a different orientation of its crystal lattice from its neighbours.



A grain boundary is the interface between two grains, or crystallites, in a polycrystalline
material.



The grain boundaries are characterized by increased chemical activity, slippage under
stress loading, and the formation of voids.



These conditions can lead to creep, the tendency of blade material to deform at a
temperature-dependent rate under stresses well below the yield strength of the material.
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Corrosion and cracks also start at grain boundaries. Thus, grain boundaries greatly shorten
turbine vane and blade life, and require lowered turbine Temperatures with a concurrent
Decrease in Engine Performance.

Single Crystal Technology:


To offset the limitations imposed by grain boundaries in polycrystalline materials,
metallurgists have sought to eliminate grain boundaries from turbine airfoils altogether, by
inventing techniques to cast single-crystal turbine blades and vanes, and design alloys to
be used exclusively in single-crystal form.



By eliminating grain boundaries, single-crystal airfoils have longer thermal and fatigue
life, are more Corrosion Resistant and can also be cast with Thinner Walls.



The single-crystal high-pressure turbine (HPT) blades were manufactured using a nickelbased superalloy.



The work was part of a programme taken up by the Defence Metallurgical Research
Laboratory (DMRL), a laboratory of the DRDO.

Significance:


Technological breakthrough for India:
 This development marks a major technological breakthrough. Very few countries such
as the U.S., the U.K., France and Russia have the capability to design and manufacture
such single crystal components.



Impetus to Indigenous Defence Production:
 Single-crystal technology is a critical component in aero engines.
 Helicopters need compact and powerful aero-engines for operating at extreme
conditions and to achieve this, state-of-the-art single-crystal blades having complex
shape and geometry, manufactured out of nickel-based superalloys capable of
withstanding high temperatures of operation are used.
 DRDO has supplied 60 such single-crystal blades to the Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL) as part of their indigenous helicopter development programme for
Helicopter Engine Application.

14. Understanding the Ct value in a Covid-19 test
Why in News?


Recently, the Maharashtra Government sought clarity from the Indian Council of Medical
Research (ICMR) on the threshold Ct value to treat a person Covid-negative.
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What is Ct value:


Short for cycle threshold, Ct is a value that emerges during RT-PCR tests.



In an RT-PCR test, RNA is extracted from the swab collected from the patient.



It is then converted into DNA, which is then amplified.



Amplification refers to the process of creating multiple copies of the genetic material — in
this case, DNA. Amplification takes place through a series of cycles — one copy becomes
two, two becomes four, and so on.



Put simply, the Ct value refers to the number of cycles after which the virus can be
Detected.



The lower the Ct value, the higher the viral load — because the virus has been spotted after
Fewer Cycles.

Why Ct value is Important:


According to the ICMR, a patient is considered Covid-positive if the Ct value is below 35.



If the benchmark were to be lowered to 24 — the value mentioned in Maharashtra’s letter
— it would mean that Ct values in the range 25-34 would not be considered positive.



A benchmark of 35, therefore, means that more patients would be considered positive than
we would get if the benchmark were 24.



The ICMR has said lowering Ct threshold parameter may lead to missing several infectious
persons.



Does Ct score indicate the Severity of Disease



A small study published in the Indian Journal of Medical Microbiology in January this
year found that there was no correlation between Ct values and severity of disease or
mortality in patients with Covid-19 disease.



It found that the time since the onset of symptoms has a stronger relationship with Ct
values as compared to the severity of the Disease.



The Ct value tells us about the viral load in the throat and not in the lungs.



The Ct value does not correlate with severity – only with infectivity.

15. Advanced Chaff Technology
Why in News?


Recently, the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has developed an
Advanced Chaff Technology to safeguard the naval ships against enemy missile attack. It is
another step towards Atmanirbhar Bharat.
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Highlights:


Chaff is an electronic countermeasure technology used by militaries worldwide to protect
naval ships or other sensitive targets from radar and radio frequency (RF) guiding
Mechanisms of the Enemy Missile.



The chaff rockets deployed in the air reflect as multiple targets for the missile guidance
systems and deflecting adversary missiles, thus protecting their own assets.



It has indigenously developed three variants of the critical technology namely Short Range
Chaff Rocket (SRCR), Medium Range Chaff Rocket (MRCR) and Long Range Chaff Rocket
(LRCR).



Both chaff and flares are defensive countermeasures deployed by military aircraft. The
purpose is to confuse radar-guided or infrared-guided anti-aircraft missiles fired so that
they could be Diverted. The Chaff is composed of many Small Aluminium or zinc coated
fibres stored on-board the aircraft in tubes. In case the aircraft feels threatened by any
radar tracking missiles, chaff is ejected into the turbulent wake of air behind the plane.



Flares on being fired provide an alternate strong IR (Infrared) source to heat-seeking antiair missiles so that they are lured away from the aircraft.



About Defence Research and Development Organisation



It works under the administrative control of the Ministry of Defence.



It is working to establish a world class science and technology base for India and provides
Defence Services decisive edge by equipping them with internationally competitive
systems and solutions. It was established in 1958 after combining Technical Development
Establishment (TDEs) of the Indian Army and the Directorate of Technical Development &
Production (DTDP) with the Defence Science Organisation (DSO).



It is responsible for carrying out Integrated Guided Missile Development Programme
(IGMDP).

16. Understanding the Ct value in a Covid-19 test
Why in News?


An earthquake of magnitude 6.4 on the Richter scale hit Assam around 8 am on
Wednesday. The primary earthquake had its epicentre at latitude 26.690 N and longitude
92.360 E, about 80 km northeast of Guwahati, and a focal depth of 17 km, the National
Centre for Seismology (NCS) said.
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The fault line:


The preliminary analysis shows that the events are located near to Kopili Fault closer to
Himalayan Frontal Thrust (HFT).



The Kopili Fault is a 300-km northwest-southeast trending fault from the Bhutan
Himalaya to the Burmese arc. The fault is a fracture along which the blocks of crust on
either side have moved relative to one another parallel to the fracture.



The area is seismically very active falling in the highest Seismic Hazard zone V associated
with collisional tectonics where Indian plate sub-ducts beneath the Eurasian Plate the NCS
report said. HFT, also known as the Main Frontal Thrust (MFT), is a geological fault along
the boundary of the Indian and Eurasian tectonic plates.

Need for Earthquake Preparedness:


The Northeast is located in the highest seismological zone, so we must have constant
Earthquake Preparedness at all levels.



Continuous tectonic stress keeps building up Particularly along the Faultlines.



Today’s Earthquake was an instance of accumulated stress release — probably, stress was
constrained for a fairly long time at this epicentre, and hence the release was of relatively
Higher Intensity.

5.1. ART & CULTURE SNIPPETS
1. Lingaraja Temple
Why in News?


The Odisha Government has recently restricted public entry
into the Lingaraj Temple after four sevayats (priests) tested
positive for the novel coronavirus. The Government had
Decided to give a Facelift to the Temple, akin to its pre-350year Structural Status.

Highlights:


The Lingaraj Temple, built in 11th century AD, is dedicated to Lord Shiva and is considered
as the largest temple of the city Bhubaneswar (Odisha).



It is believed to have been built by the Somvanshi King Yayati I.



It is built in red stone and is a classic example of Kalinga style of architecture.



It is divided into four sections - Garbha Griha (sanctum sanctorum), Yajna Shala (the hall
for prayers), Bhoga Mandap (the hall of offering) and Natya Shala (hall of dance).
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The sprawling temple complex has one hundred and fifty subsidiary shrines.



It is referred to as ‘Swayambhu' – self-originated Shivling.



Another important aspect of the temple is that it signifies the syncretisation of Shaivism
and Vaishnavism sects in Odisha.



Perhaps the rising cult of Lord Jagannath (considered an incarnation of Lord Vishnu)
which coincided with the completion of the Lingaraja Temple had a role to play.



The presiding deity in the Temple is known as Hari-Hara; Hari denotes Lord Vishnu and
Hara meaning Lord Shiva. The temple is out of bounds for non-Hindus. The other
attraction of the temple is the Bindusagar Lake, located in the north side of the temple.



On the western banks of Bindusagar, lies the garden of Ekamra Van named after the Hindu
mythological texts where Bhubaneswar the capital city of Odisha was referred as Ekamra
Van or a forest of a single mango tree.

2. Civil Services Day
Context:


Every year April 21 is marked as National Civil Service Day to appreciate the Tremendous
work done by officers engaged in public administration, in various departments of the
Central and State Governments.

About:


It is celebrated as an occasion for the civil servants to rededicate themselves to the causes
of citizens and renew their commitments to public service and excellence in work.



The date is chosen to commemorate the day when the first Home Minister of Independent
India, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel addressed the probationers of Administrative Services
Officers in 1947 at Metcalf House, Delhi.



He referred to Civil Servants as the ‘Steel Frame of India’.



The first function on civil services day was held in Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi in 2006.



On this day, the Prime Minister’s Awards for Excellence in Public Administration are
presented to Districts/Implementing Units for implementation of Priority programme and
Innovation Categories.
 These Awards bring together civil servants to connect with each other and learn the
Good Practices being implemented across the Nation in the field of Public Grievance.
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6. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
1. U.S. Treasury Keeps India on Currency Watch List
Why in News?


The U.S. Treasury has released the report on Macroeconomic and Foreign Exchange
Policies of Major Trading Partners of the United States.

About the News:


The April 2021 edition of the semi-annual report is the first from the Biden administration.



The report is submitted to the U.S. Congress and reviews currency practices of the U.S.’s
20 Biggest Trading Partners.

What are the Three Criteria used to Review Partners?


A significant (at least $20 billion) Bilateral Trade Surplus.



A material current account surplus.



Persistent one-sided Intervention in Forex Markets.

Highlights of the Latest Report:


India is one of the 11 countries on the ‘Monitoring List’ with regard to their currency
practices.



India was on the list in the December 2020 report as well.



The other 10 countries on the list with India are China, Japan, Korea, Germany, Ireland,
Italy, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, and Mexico.



India met two of the three criteria — the trade surplus criterion and the “persistent, onesided intervention” criterion.

What is Currency Manipulation?


The US Treasury department defines currency manipulation as when countries
deliberately influence the exchange rate between their currency and the US dollar to gain
“unfair Competitive Advantage in international trade”.

What is its impact?


Inclusion in the list does not subject to any kind of penalty and sanctions but it
deteriorates the global financial image of the country in the financial markets in terms of
Foreign Exchange Policies including Undervaluation of Currencies to gain export
Advantages.
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2. India Again Placed at 142nd Rank in Press Freedom
Why in News?


India has ranked 142nd yet again out of 180 nations in the recently unveiled World Press
Freedom Index.

About the World Press Freedom Index:


It has been published every year since 2002 by Reporters Sans Frontieres (RSF) or
Reporters without Borders.



Based in Paris, RSF is an independent NGO with consultative status with the United
Nations, UNESCO, the Council of Europe and the International Organization of the
Francophonie (OIF).
 OIF is a 54 French speaking nations collective.



The Index ranks countries and regions according to the level of freedom available to
journalists. However it is not an indicator on the quality of journalism.



The parameters include pluralism, media independence, media environment and selfcensorship, legislative framework, transparency, and the quality of the infrastructure that
Supports the Production of News and Information.

Global Scenario:


Journalism, the main vaccine against disinformation, is completely or partly blocked in
73% of the 180 Countries.



Only 12 of the Index’s 180 countries (7%) can claim to offer a favourable environment for
Journalism.



Covid-19 pandemic has been used to perfection by nations to control the spread of
Information.



The Report has raised concern about the larger Asia-Pacific region as several nations in an
attempt to curb freedom of press have in place draconian laws on ‘sedition,’ ‘state secrets’
and ‘National Security’.



Norway has topped yet again for the fifth year in the row, followed by Finland and
Denmark. Eritrea is at the bottom meanwhile China is ranked 177, and is only above North
Korea at 179 and Turkmenistan at 178.

India’s Performance Analysis:


India was ranked 142 in the year 2020 as well, thus showing no improvement in the
environment it provides to its Journalists.
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India has fared poorly amongst its neighbours with Nepal at 106, Sri Lanka at 127 and
Bhutan at 65. Pakistan is a close follower at 145th spot.



India is among the countries classified “bad” for journalism and is termed as one of the
most dangerous countries for journalists trying to do their jobs properly.



The report has blamed an environment of intimidation created by the nationalist
government for any critical journalist often brandishing them as anti state or anti national.



The situation is worrying in Kashmir, where incidents of harassment of reporters by police
and paramilitaries have surfaced.

Reasons behind India’s Poor Performance:


Journalists are exposed to every kind of attack, including police violence against reporters,
ambushes by political activists, and reprisals instigated by criminal groups or corrupt local
officials.



The journalists have often been subjected to coordinated hate campaigns on social
networks.



Such campaigns are Particularly Violent when the Targets are Women.

About Freedom of Press:


The Constitution, the supreme law of the land, guarantees freedom of speech and
expression under Article 19, which deals with ‘Protection of certain rights regarding
freedom of speech, etc.



Freedom of press is not expressly protected by Indian legal system but it is impliedly
protected under article 19(1) (a) of the constitution, which states - "All citizens shall have
the right to freedom of speech and expression".



In 1950, the Supreme Court in Romesh Thappar v. State of Madras observed that freedom
of the press lay at the foundation of all democratic organisations.



However, Freedom of press is also not absolute. It faces certain restrictions under Article
19(2), which are as follows Matters related to interests of the sovereignty and integrity of India, the security of the
State, friendly relations with foreign States, public order, decency or morality or in
relation to contempt of court, defamation or incitement to an offence.
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3. USCIRF Annual Report, 2021
Why in News?


The U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom (USCIRF), an independent bipartisan commission, has recommended for the second year in the row that the State
Department put India on a list (‘Countries of Particular Concern’ or CPCs) for the worst
violations of religious freedoms in 2020.

About the News:


The USCISRF recommended that the administration impose targeted sanctions on Indian
individuals and entities for ‘severe violations of religious freedom’.



A second recommendation was for the administration to promote inter-faith dialogue and
the rights of all communities at bilateral and multilateral forums “such as the ministerial of
the Quadrilateral [the Quad].”



Another recommendation – to the U.S. Congress – was to raise issues in the U.S. – India
bilateral space, such as by hosting hearings, writing letters and constituting Congressional
delegations.



USCIRF recommendations are non-binding and the Trump administration had rejected
the USCIRF recommendation to designate India a CPC last year, when it released its own
Determinations in December.

Reasons cited by the Panel:


The key concerns of the 2021 report include the Citizenship Amendment Act which went
into effect in early 2020 and fast-tracks citizenship for non-Muslim refugees from South
Asian countries meeting certain other criteria.



“Mobs sympathetic to Hindu nationalism operated with impunity,” and used “brutal
force” to attack Muslims in Delhi’s riots in February 2020.



On the National Register of Citizens (NRC), the report says, the consequences of exclusion
– as exemplified by a large detention camp being built in Assam – are potentially
Devastating.



Efforts to prohibit interfaith marriage – such as those in Uttar Pradesh and Madhya
Pradesh - are also highlighted as a concern. These efforts targeting and delegitimizing
interfaith relationships have led to attacks and arrests of non-Hindus and to innuendo,
suspicion, and violence toward any interfaith interaction.
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In an apparent reference to the Tablighi Jamaat Markaz in March 2020, the USCIRF says,
“At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, disinformation and hateful rhetoric including from government officials – often targeted religious minorities, continuing
familiar patterns.”

Who are the other Countries Under the Purview?


Other new recommendations for the CPC list in the Commission’s 2021 were Russia, Syria
and Vietnam. Countries already on the CPCs list and recommended by USCIRF for redesignation were Burma, China, Eritrea, Iran, Nigeria, North Korea, Pakistan, Saudi
Arabia, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan.



Afghanistan, Algeria, Azerbaijan, Egypt, Indonesia, Iraq, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Turkey
and Uzbekistan were recommended for a ‘Special Watch List’, along with Cuba and
Nicaragua, both of which were already on the list for 2019.

Significance of the Report:


In its Annual Report, USCIRF unflinchingly describes threats to religious freedom around
the world and recommends to the State Department countries for designation as
“countries of particular concern” (CPCs) for engaging in or tolerating “systematic, ongoing,
egregious violations.”



USCIRF also recommends to the State Department that non-state actors cited for similarly
severe violations be designated as “entities of Particular Concern” (EPCs).

Way Forward:


India saw an “overall deterioration of religious freedom conditions in recent years”.



India is facing declining religious freedom, apart from increased securitisation and
politicisation of religion.



It is increasingly becoming difficult to separate religion and politics. It is a tactic which is
sometimes intended by those who seek to discriminate against certain religious
communities.



Over the last decade Minorities conditions have deteriorated in country. The reason is
attributed to extremist groups, anti-conversion laws, cow-protection groups, mob
lynching, concerns that millions from Assam will be incorrectly left out of NRC (National
Register of Citizen) and a denying international NGOs registration.



Further deterioration in the Religious freedom may put India on various sanctions by the
World Countries and may severely affect India’s emerging economy. So Indian
Government has to take some preventive steps against the religious freedom of the people.
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4. U.S. will Cut Emissions by up to 52% by 2030
Why in News?


U.S. President Joe Biden announced that the U.S. would cut its greenhouse gas emissions
by 50%-52% by 2030 relative to 2005 levels, in a clean break with the Trump
Administration policies on Climate Action.

About the News:


Mr. Biden also announced that the U.S. would double, by 2024, its annual financing
commitments to developing countries, including a tripling of its adaptation finance by
2024.



The President made the new target announcements at a ‘Leaders Summit on Climate’— a
summit to which 40 heads of state and government are invited — including Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, President Xi Jinping of China and President Vladimir Putin of Russia.



The emissions targets — part of the Paris Agreement on climate — are non-binding and the
details of how they will be achieved are not available.



However, in announcing the targets, the Biden administration is hoping to encourage
other countries to increase their commitments. It is also seeking to bring America back
into a leadership role on climate action after Mr. Trump had withdrawn the country from
the Paris Agreement. Mr. Biden’s financing announcements are part of a $100 billion a
year commitment from developed countries to developing countries for the period 202025, “an investment that is going to pay significant dividends for all.



The withdrawal of the U.S. from the Paris Agreement means it has not yet met its financing
commitments either. The Obama administration had promised $3 billion to the Green
Climate Fund (to help developing countries), only $1 billion has been paid.

About Paris Agreement:


The Paris Agreement of 2016 is an international accord that brings almost 200 countries
together in setting a common target to reduce global greenhouse emissions in an effort to
fight climate change.



Parties to UNFCCC agreed to strive to limit the rise in global warming to well less than 2
degrees Celsius and to try and limit the temperature increase even further to 1.5 degrees
Celsius, over pre-industrial levels by 2100, under Paris Agreement.



Nationally determined contributions (NDCs) were conceived at Paris summit which
require each Party to prepare, communicate and maintain successive nationally
determined contributions (NDCs) that it intends to achieve.
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Parties shall pursue domestic mitigation measures, with the aim of achieving the objectives
of such contributions.



Paris Agreement replaced earlier agreement to deal with climate change, Kyoto Protocol.

How U.S. left and Rejoined the Pact:


A country can leave the pact through Article 28 of the Paris Agreement which allows
countries to leave the Paris Agreement. It also lays down the process for leaving the
agreement. A country can only give a notice for leaving at least three years after the Paris
Agreement came into force.



The agreement has come into force on November 4, 2016. Therefore, the US was eligible to
move a notice for leaving on November 4 2019, which it did.



The withdrawal is not immediate; however it takes effect one year after the submission of
the notice. It means the United States came out of Paris Agreement on November 4, 2020.



The U.S. was the only country left out of the global protocol which later on January 2021,
the President Joe Biden signed an executive order to rejoin the agreement. Syria and
Nicaragua, the last remaining countries who were earlier holding out, also became
Signatories in 2017.

Implications of the above Move:


Under the Paris Agreement, developed countries are under obligation to mobilise at least
$100 billion every year from the year 2020 in climate finance meant for the developing
world. So it is a positive sign for Developing Countries. "These steps will set America's
economy to net-zero emissions by no later than 2050. But the truth is America represents
less than 15 per cent of the emissions. No nations can solve this crisis on their own," he
added.

5. India, Australia, Japan push Supply Chain Resilience
Why in News?


The Supply Chain Resilience Initiative (SCRI) formally launched recently by the Trade
Ministers of India, Japan and Australia brought a wary response from China, which has
described the effort as ‘unrealistic’.

What is SCRI?


The SCRI aims to create a virtuous cycle of enhancing supply chain resilience with a view
to eventually attaining strong, sustainable, balanced and inclusive growth in the region.
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Initially, SCRI will focus on sharing best practices on supply chain resilience and holding
investment promotion events and buyer-seller matching events to provide opportunities
for stakeholders to explore the possibility of diversification of their supply chains.



Possible policy measures under the initiative may include:
 Supporting the enhanced utilization of Digital Technology.
 Supporting trade and Investment Diversification.

Significance:


The SCRI aims to reduce dependence on China amid a likelihood of rechurning of supply
chains in the Indo-Pacific region amid the Covid-19 pandemic. It seeks to build upon the
existing bilateral frameworks like the ASEAN-Japan Economic Resilience Action Plan and
India-Japan Industrial Competitiveness Partnership and attract foreign Direct Investment
in the Region.

Response from China:


China’s Foreign Ministry described the move as ‘unrealistic’. The formation and
development of global industrial and supply chains are determined by market forces and
Companies Choices. Artificial industrial ‘transfer’ is an unrealistic approach that goes
against the economic laws and can neither solve domestic problems nor do anything good
to the stability of the global industrial and supply chains, or to the stable recovery of the
World Economy.

6. State of World Population Report 2021
Why in News?


The United Nations Population Fund’s (UNFPA) Flagship State of World Population
Report 2021 titled ‘My Body is My Own’ was recently launched.

State of World Population Report 2021:


The State of World Population report is UNFPA’s annual flagship publication.



It has been published yearly since 1978. It Highlights Emerging Issues in the field of sexual
and Reproductive Health and rights, bringing them into the mainstream and exploring the
Challenges and Opportunities they Present for International Development.

Key Findings of the 2021 Report:


This is the first time a UN report has focused on bodily autonomy, defined as the power
and agency to make choices about your body without fear of violence or having someone
else Decide for you.
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The report Measures both women’s power to make their own decisions about their bodies
and the extent to which countries’ laws support or interfere with a woman’s right to make
these Decisions.



The data show a strong link between decision-making power and higher levels of
Education.

The report shows that in Countries where Data are Available:


Only 55 per cent of women are fully empowered to make choices over health care,
contraception and the ability to say yes or no to sex.



Only 71 per cent of countries guarantee access to overall maternity care.



Only 75 per cent of countries legally ensure full, equal access to contraception.



Only about 80 per cent of countries have laws supporting sexual health and well-being.



Only about 56 per cent of countries have laws and policies supporting comprehensive
Sexuality Education.



The report also documents many other ways that the bodily autonomy of women, men,
girls and boys is violated, revealing that:



Twenty countries or territories have “marry-your-rapist” laws, where a man can escape
criminal prosecution if he marries the woman or girl he has raped.



Forty-three countries have no legislation addressing the issue of marital rape (rape by a
spouse).



More than 30 countries restrict women’s right to move around outside the home.



Girls and boys with disabilities are nearly three times more likely to be subjected to sexual
violence, with girls at the greatest risk.

Solutions: the Power to say Yes, the Right to say No


The report shows how efforts to address abuses can lead to further violations of bodily
autonomy. For example, to prosecute a case of rape, a criminal justice system might
require a survivor to undergo an invasive so-called virginity test.



Real solutions, the report finds, must take into account the needs and experiences of those
affected.

Indian Scenario:


In India, according to NFHS-4 (2015-2016), only about 12% of currently married women
(15-49 years of age) independently make decisions about their own healthcare, while 63%
decide in consultation with their spouse.
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For a quarter of women (23%), it is the spouse that mainly takes decisions about
healthcare. Only 8% of currently married women (15-49 years) take decisions on the use of
contraception independently, while 83% Decide Jointly with their Spouse.



Information provided to women about the use of contraception is also limited — only 47%
of women using a contraceptive were informed about the side effects of the method, and
54% of women were provided information about other contraceptives.

7. Global Diabetes Compact
Why in News?


Recently, the World Health Organization (WHO) launched a Global Diabetes Compact to
better fight the disease while marking the centenary of the discovery of insulin. It was
launched at the Global Diabetes Summit co-hosted by the Government of Canada.

Highlights:


The Global Diabetes Compact has the vision of reducing the risk of diabetes, and ensuring
that all people who are diagnosed with diabetes have access to equitable, comprehensive,
affordable and quality treatment and care.



It will also support the prevention of type 2 diabetes from obesity, unhealthy diet and
Physical Inactivity. It will set standards for tackling the diseases in the form of ‘global
coverage targets’ for ensuring a wider reach of Diabetes care.



A key aim of the program is to unite key stakeholders from the Public and Private Sectors,
and, critically, people who live with diabetes, around a common agenda, to generate new
momentum and co-create solutions.

About Diabetes:


It is a Non-Communicable Disease (NCD) that occurs either when the pancreas does not
produce enough insulin (a hormone that regulates blood sugar, or glucose), or when the
body cannot effectively use the insulin it produces.



Insulin is a peptide hormone secreted by Pancreas which helps in maintaining normal
blood glucose levels by facilitating cellular glucose uptake, regulating carbohydrate, lipid
and protein metabolism and promoting cell division and growth through its mitogenic
effects.



It was discovered in 1921 by orthopedic surgeon Dr. Frederick Banting and medical
student Charles Best, from the University of Toronto.
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8. US Treasury Keeps India on Currency Watch List
Why in News?


India is one of the 11 countries on the US Treasury’s ‘Monitoring List’ with regard to their
currency practices for the first time in the Biden Administration.

What is Currency Manipulation?


Currency manipulation refers to actions taken by governments to change the value of their
currencies relative to other Currencies in order to bring about some desirable objective.



The typical claim – often doubtful – is that countries manipulate their currencies in order
to make their exports effectively cheaper on the world market and in turn make imports
more expensive.

Why do Countries Manipulate their Currencies?


In general, countries prefer their currency to be weak because it makes them more
competitive on the international trade front.



A lower currency makes a country’s exports more attractive because they are cheaper on
the international market.



For example, a weak Rupee makes Indian exports less expensive for offshore buyers.



Secondly, by boosting exports, a country can use a lower currency to shrink its trade
deficit.



Finally, a weaker currency alleviates pressure on a country’s sovereign debt obligations.



After issuing offshore debt, a country will make payments, and as these payments are
denominated in the offshore currency, a weak local currency effectively decreases these
debt payments.

US Treasury’s Criteria:


To be labelled a Manipulator by the U.S. Treasury:
 Countries must at least have a $20 billion-plus bilateral trade surplus with the US
 foreign currency intervention exceeding 2% of GDP and a global current account
surplus exceeding 2% of GDP.

Implications for India:


India has traditionally tried to balance between preventing excess currency appreciation
on the one hand and protecting domestic Financial Stability on the other.



India being on the watch list could restrict the RBI in the Foreign Exchange operations it
needs to pursue to Protect Financial Stability.
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This comes when global capital flows threaten to overwhelm domestic monetary policy.



The two most obvious consequences could be an appreciating rupee as well as excess
liquidity that messes with the interest rate policy of the RBI.



Indian policymakers have to be sensitive to the unpredictable nature of policy-making in
the US under Trump, especially concerning global trade.

9. Global Youth Mobilization
Why in News?


An Initiative called the ‘Global Youth Mobilization’ has recently been launched for youths
in communities impacted by the Covid-19 Pandemic.

Highlights:


A Global Youth Summit (GYS), to be held virtually on 23rd-25th April 2021, marks the
starting point for young people to get involved in the mobilization.



The GYS aims to offer young people aged 14-30 new insights, skills and contacts, as well as
a platform to engage with their peers, leaders and policy makers.



It is a movement of young people taking action to improve their lives now and in a postCovid-19 world.



It aims to address the negative impact of the pandemic on young people and support them
to build back better.



It is supported by the world’s six largest youth organisations, World Health Organization
(WHO), and United Nations (UN) Foundation.



There are an estimated 1.2 billion young people impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic
Response Measures.



The Disruptions to education, employment, services and social support have changed the
future of an Entire Generation.



With support from the Covid-19 Solidarity Response Fund, Global Youth Mobilization will
support and scale-up youth-led solutions and youth Engagement programs across the
world. The Covid-19 Solidarity Response Fund was established by the WHO with the help
of the UN Foundation and the Swiss Philanthropy Foundation.
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10. India as a Country of Particular Concern: USCIRF
Why in News?


U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom (USCIRF) is an independent bipartisan commission.



USCIRF recommendations are non-binding.



The Trump administration had rejected the USCIRF recommendation to designate India a
CPC last year.



Last year India had denied visas to members of USCIRF who wanted to visit India for their
assessment.

What are the Key Concerns of the Report:


The key concerns of the 2021 report include the Citizenship Amendment Act.



On the National Register of Citizens (NRC), the report says, “The consequences of
exclusion – as exemplified by a large detention camp being built in Assam – are potentially
devastating…”



Efforts to prohibit interfaith marriage – such as those in Uttar Pradesh and Madhya
Pradesh – are also highlighted as a concern.



In an apparent reference to the Tablighi Jamaat Markaz in March 2020, the USCIRF says
that at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, disinformation and hateful rhetoric often
targeted Religious Minorities.

Recommendations of the Report to the US Congress:


The USCISRF recommended that the administration impose targeted sanctions on Indian
individuals and entities for ‘severe violations of religious freedom’.



A second recommendation was for the administration to promote inter-faith dialogue and
the rights of all communities at bilateral and multilateral forums “such as the ministerial of
the Quad.



Another recommendation – to the U.S. Congress – was to raise issues in the U.S. – India
bilateral space, such as by hosting hearings, writing letters and constituting Congressional
Delegations.
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11. China Eyes Asteroid Defence
Why in News?


China is considering building a defence system against near-earth asteroids, as part of its
efforts towards realising its longer term space ambitions.



China signed a memorandum of understanding in March 2021 with Russia to set up an
International Lunar Research Station.

AIDA:


The European space agency has signed a deal with NASA for a joint project looking at how
to deflect an asteroid heading for earth.



This combined endeavour is known as the Asteroid Impact Deflection Assessment, or
AIDA for short. Its purpose is to deflect the orbit of the smaller body of the double
Didymos asteroids between Earth and Mars through an impact by one spacecraft. Then a
second spacecraft will survey the crash site and gather the maximum possible data on the
effect of this collision.



NASA’s contribution to AIDA, the Double Asteroid Impact Test, or DART spacecraft, is
already under construction for launch in summer 2021, to collide with its target at 6.6
km/s in September 2022. Flying along with DART will be an Italian-made miniature
CubeSat called LICIACube (Light Italian CubeSat for Imaging of Asteroids) to record the
moment of impact.



Then will come ESA’s part of AIDA, a mission called Hera which will perform a close-up
survey of the post-impact asteroid, acquiring measurements such as the asteroid’s mass
and detailed crater shape. Hera will also deploy a pair of CubeSats for close-up asteroid
surveys and the very First Radar probe of an Asteroid.

12. Chandler Good Government Index (CGGI)
Why in News?


India has recently been ranked 49th in the Chandler Good Government Index (CGGI).
Finland has Topped the List.

Highlights:


The CGGI is released by the Chandler Institute of Governance which is a private nonprofit
organization headquartered in Singapore.



The Index classifies 104 countries in terms of government capabilities and outcomes.
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Each country is measured across over 50 open data points. The index focuses on seven
pillars are Leadership and foresight, Robust laws and policies, Strong institutions,
Financial stewardship, Attractive marketplace, Global influence and reputation and
Helping people rise. It supports government leaders and public officers worldwide in
nation building and strengthening public institutional capacity through training, research
and advisory work. It also shares tools and frameworks for effective policymaking, and
empowers nations to provide better public services for citizens.



India ranked 49th, Sri Lanka 74th, Pakistan 90th and Nepal 92nd.

Good Governance Index:


It has been launched by the Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions to
determine the status of governance in the country.



It assesses the impact of various interventions taken up by the State Government and UTs.



It is celebrated annually on 25th December to mark the birth anniversary of the former
Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee.



Its aim is to create awareness of accountability in government among the citizens of India.



National e-Governance Plan has the vision to “make all government services accessible to
the common man in his locality, through common service delivery outlets and ensure
efficiency, transparency & reliability of such services at affordable costs to realize the basic
needs of the common man.” Right to Information Act, 2005 plays an effective role in
ensuring transparency in Governance.

13. Green Initiative
Why in News?


Saudi Arabia has recently launched Saudi Green Initiative and the Middle East Green
Initiative to combat the threat of climate change.

Highlights:


It aim to raise the vegetation cover, reduce carbon emissions, combat pollution and land
degradation, and preserve marine life.

Its Main Features are:


To plant 10 Billion Trees in the Kingdom.



To reduce Carbon Emissions by more than 4% of global contributions, through a
renewable energy programme that will generate 50% of Saudi’s energy from renewables by
2030.
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Saudi Arabia is working towards raising the percentage of its protected areas to more than
30% of its total land area, exceeding the global target of 17%.



Saudi Arabia has been sharing its expertise and know-how with its neighbouring countries
to reduce carbon emissions resulting from hydrocarbon production in the region by 60%
and globally by 10%.



Saudi Arabia currently operates the largest carbon capture and utilisation plant in the
world, it also operates one of the region’s most advanced CO2-enhanced oil recovery plants
that captures and stores 8,00,000 tonnes of CO2 annually.



Saudi Arabia also appreciated India’s remarkable commitments to tackle climate change as
India is on track to achieve its Paris Agreement targets.



India’s renewable energy capacity is the fourth largest in the world. India has an ambitious
target of achieving 450 gigawatts of renewable energy capacity by 2030.
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